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Solidarity with Lithuania
is message from Kiev
by Marta Kolomayets
KIEV - The flags at Kiev's city hall
— both the blue and yellow national
flag and the blue and red Soviet Ukrainian flag — were flown at half mast on
Wednesday, January 16, to mourn the
victims who perished as the Soviet Army
seized control of government buildings
in Vilnius, Lithuania.
The government of the Ukrainian
SSR, which is headed by President
Leonid Kravchuk, on Monday, January
14, issued a declaration of protest
condemning the violence in Lithuania.
In a gesture of solidarity, a delegation of deputies from the National
Council (Narodna Rada), the Parliament's democratic opposition, departed
for Vilnius on Wednesday afternoon, January 16. The delegation included
Deputies Mykhailo Horyn, Larysa
Skoryk and Yaroslav Kendzior.
The democratic bloc of the Kiev City
Council also issued a statement con-

Ukraine's Parliament democratic bloc
protest Soviet crackdown in Lithuania

demning the violence in Lithuania,
while various public organizations, such
as the Ukrainian Language Society
(Prosvita) and Rukh, the Popular
Movement of Ukraine, showed their
support to the citizens of Lithuania by
sending telegrams to their president,
Vytautas Landsbergis. Other groups
sent messages of protest to Soviet
President Mikhail Gorbachev.
According to Borys Delikatny, a
member of the Society of Lithuanian
Culture, an organization founded in
Kiev in April 1990, the mood in Lithuania has been very somber. "I traveled to
Lithuania on personal business just a
few days ago; I took the SymferopilRiga train, and already in Byelorussia, I
could feel the tense atmosphere."
"We were escorted off the train in
Lida,Byelorussia, and told that a diesel
would take us the rest bf the way.
Needless to say, no diesel ever came, so
all the passengers began looking for
(Continued on page 8)

JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Both the
Presidium of the Ukrainian SSR
Supreme Soviet and deputies of the
democratic opposition in the Parliament, the National Council (Narodna
Rada) reacted strongly to Soviet military actions in Lithuania.
On Sunday, January 13, the day
USSR forces seized buildings in Lithuania and proclaimed the republic to be
under control of the so-called National

Salvation Committee, democratic
bloc deputies from Ukraine sent a
telegram.to Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev to protest this "brutal violation" of Lithuania's sovereignty.
According to the Respublika press
service, the Ukrainian deputies' telegram stated: "We consider the deployment of troops and the intention to
establish direct presidential rule over
(Continued on page 10)

Lithuania's minorities support
NEW YORK - Lithuania's national
minority groups went on record on
January 13 in support of the Baltic republic's pro-independence government,
reported the New York-based Lithuanian Information Center.
In stark contrast to Soviet television
reports of popular disenchantment with
the Lithuanian Parliament by Russian
and Polish minorities, leaders of Li-

Landsbergis

thuania's ethnic organizations voiced
their unequivocal support for the
Landsbergis government.
An English translation of their statement, provided by the Lithuanian
Information Center, follows.
To: the President of the Supreme
Council of Lithuania Vytautas Lands(Continued on page 9)

Ukrainian, Baltic
Americans unite
to protest in DC.
by Khristina Lew
WASHINGTON - An estimated
400 Ukrainians, Lithuanians, Latvians,
Estonians, and Armenians rallied on
Sunday, January 13, at Lafayette Park,
across from the White House, and later
in front of the Soviet Embassy, to
protest the Soviet government's military crackdown in Lithuania and repressive measures in Latvia, Estonia,
Armenia, Georgia, Moldavia and Ukraine.
The demonstration had been planned
by the "Committee for the January 13,
1991, Demonstration to Protest the
Crackdown and its Co-Sponsoring
Organizations," organized by Tamara
Gallo and Ivan Lozowy of Washington,
in early January in order to protest the
arrests of various Ukrainian leaders and
the Soviet government's repressive
measures in the seven republics. However, in light of the Soviet government's
forcible occupation of the press center
and the Lithuanian national security
department in Vilnius on January 13, it
became a solidarity rally of Baltic and
Ukrainian Americans when a Lithuanian American delegation that had been
demonstrating in front of the Soviet
Embassy joined those in Lafayette
Park.
(Continued on page 10)
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Ukrainian-Jewish relations
in eyes of Jewish activist
by Dr. Roman Solchanyk

the case not because there are no antiSemites here, not because there are no
people here who would like to advance
those slogans that we hear from Pamiat
Oleksandr Burakovsky, a writer and on the squares of Moscow and Lenin
scientist, is co-chairman of the Shalom grad, but only because Rukh is pur
Aleichem Jewish Cultural and Educa suing democratic policies.
tional Society in Kiev, which was esta
It understands that Jews are not
blished at the Ukrainian Writers'Union opponents of an independent and
and publishes the bulletin Einikait. At sovereign Ukraine. The Ukrainian
the second congress ofRukh in October intelligentsia was the first to call a
1990, he was elected its deputy chair meeting, when in February there were
man and chairman of its Council of rumors about pogroms. These were
Nationalities.
almost exclusively Rukh members;
A graduate of the Moscow Electro- Jews were afraid to go onto the streets.
technical Institute, Mr. Burakovsky
holds a candidate of technical sciences
In February of this year?
degree and is a senior scientific asso
ciate of the Kiev Branch of the Scienti
This year. On February 25.1 came to
fic Research Institute of Communica the meeting and stood on the impro
tions. Thefollowing interview was given vised platform near the stadium. At first
in Kiev on December 26, 1990.
there were hardly any Jews present, but
later they began to arrive. They were
The problem of Ukrainian-Jewish frightened. You see, this is all a result of
relations has a concrete historical the past, which is deeply engrained in
dimension. It is a sensitive and contro the Jews' memory. This is a genetic
versial issue that is associated with the memory. It prevents people from im
times of Hetman Khmelnytsky and with mediately accepting that something like
the pogroms in Ukraine during the this could happen within these past five
period of the liberation struggle and years.
civil war. Certain stereotypes exist here
I want to tell you that Rukh is not a
in Ukraine and in the West, specifically homogeneous mass. Perhaps there are
the stereotype of a Ukrainian as a also people there who do not wish Jews
"natural anti-Semite/9 How do you see well. But it is not they who set the tone
Ukrainian-Jewish relations in Ukraine in Rukh. The majority consists of
today?
people who understand that the only
way is through frienship with all of the
This is a very broad topic and it is nations who live in Ukraine - and there
simply impossible to address it briefly. are 127 nations here, not just Jews.
If one talks about the historical rela
At one time there were 5 million Jews
tions, it is clear that Jews have lived in in Ukraine, in the so-called YugoUkraine for a thousand years, and the Zapadnyi Krai. And look, now there are
record of their life here has had a great 500,000 left.1 Now they are all leaving.
many ups and downs. So, for a people They are leaving because they do not
who have lived here for so many genera believe that tomorrow will be better
tions it is not so easy to give an un than today.
ambiguous answer. As you know, there
were pogroms during the Khmelnytsky
Your reference to the Jewish memory
period.
is very interesting. This is something that
Recently I was in Israel with a is often discussed in the Western press.
delegation. In Jerusalem, there is a In this connection, I have a concrete
synagogue and next to it a mosque, both question regarding what is happening in
of which were built by Jews who fled the Russia. How do you explain this pro
pogroms during the Khmelnytsky pe blem, this anti-Semitism, these articles
riod. So the roots go back quite far. The in such journals as Molodaya Gvardiya
pogroms in 1918 and in the early 1920s and Nash Sovremennik? In general,
were a terrible thing. There were 840 how do you explain that there is no
pogroms; 200,000 people were killed; Pamiat in Ukraine? Can anything be
and 700,000 were left homeless and said about the differences or the reasons
wounded.
for the different situation that exists in
But clearly it is not people who are Ukraine and compare it to the situation
(natural) anti-Semites, because anti- that we have seen in Russia for several
Semitism is something that was inspired years now?
by the regime. This can be seen very
clearly from the documents. How did
I repeat. It is only because Rukh has
anti-Semitism appear? Take the Beilis come to the defense — one can say this
Case, for example, and it becomes clear forthrightly - of the Jewish commu
where the roots lie.
nity in Ukraine. It supports Jewish
national societies, it takes a stand at
I referred specifically to this historical meetings with declarations - for ex
dimension as the background to the ample, the first congress of Rukh
problem and wanted to put this ques adopted a resolution against antition to you precisely against that Semitism.2
About six months ago a woman
background in order to determine what
the situation/looks like now. Has it representing Pamiat was given the
changed to one degree or another? opportunity to present her views on the
What can be said about Ukrainian- radio. She spoke for about five minutes
Jewish relations today? After all, we and talked about all those things that
have five or six years of perestroika, the one could read in Molodaya Gvardiya
political situation has changed, there and Nash Sovremennik. But that's where
exist Jewish cultural and educational it ended; nothing came of it.
societies.
You ask why the situation is such as it
is. It is only because Pamiat has very
The situation today is that Ukraine is strong support fin Russia^ It can go out
now virtually the only place in the on Red Square in Moscow and organize
Soviet Union where Jews can live most a meeting. But here in Ukraine, thank
peacefully, I am convinced that this is
(Continued on page 12)
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Newsbriefs
from Ukraine
9 KIEV - A call for Ukrainian
Orthodox unity was made by the
Metropolitan of Kiev and Galicia Ioann
of the Ukrainian Autocephalous
Orthodox Church during his Christmas
message, reported Radio Kiev on
January 7. The metropolitan called on
clergy and believers of the Ukrainian
Orthodox Church to sever all ties with
the Moscow Patriarchate and to unify
with the faithful of Constantinople and
other Eastern churches in "one
Christian family." (RFE/RL Daily
Report)
^ MUNICH A group of
Ukrainian Orthodox clergy and
believers in Ivano-Frankivske, citing
demands that local authorities provide
them with a church building, have
begun a hunger strike. A recent issue of
Silski Visti reported that the group is
also seeking the return of part of the
city's cathedral (presently held by
Ukrainian Catholics), claiming that the
Orthodox are the only religious group
in the city without a church. (RFE/RL
Daily Report)
^ HELSINKI - A group of Finnish
doctors who recently returned from the
Soviet Union concluded that the people
living in the region of the Chornobyl
nuclear plant disaster are still in dire
need of material assijjance and noted
that large-scale jgfiSts of the disaster
have yet to be scientifically studied. ^h^H^
ге^Ь^сщДап^^
hope fbt" а І Ї І Ь ^ Н Ш І colieciiorrHf
funds from Ще people of Finland to aid
the Chornobyl victims. According to
medical superintendent Hertta Wiren,
reports issued from Moscow indicate
that currently it is of utmost importance
that a varied and clean food supply is
available for the population living in the
contaminated areas. Medicines,
hospital materials and baby foods are
particularly in short supply. (Foreign
Broadcast Information Service).
9 SYMFEROPIL - Based onagreements reached here recently, the cities of
Symferopil, Crimea, and Heidelberg,
Germany, have established close rela
tions with each other. The Heidelberg
Magistrate on January 8 approved a
decision to apportion medicines to the
Crimean association Pamiat Chornobyla (Memory of Chornobyl). On
Christmas, cars bearing gifts for orphans
and the poor were dispatched from the
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German city to the Crimean capital.
(Respublika News Service)
a YEVPATORIA - The city coun
cil here approved recently the return of
the Muslim mosque Djuma-Djami, the
only such religious shrine in the USSR,
to the Crimean Tatars. The council
decided also to permit the building of
synagogues. (Respublika News Service)
^ CHERNIVTSI - People from
neighboring villages are congregating to
receive holy communion at a small
chapel set up near the Ukrainian na
tional flag in the center square. The flag
is also the site of two Christmas trees
decorated with flags representing all the
residents of Bukovyna: Jews, Molda
vians;, Romanians, Poles and Russians.
During the holidays, nativity scenes
were held near the flag and area resi
dents participated in the singing of
Christmas carols and Ukrainian na
tional songs. (Respublika News Ser
vice)
ь KIEV - The Ukrainian Council of
Ministers adopted a decision on the
creation of a state employment service,
the main aim of which will be social
protection for people during the diffi
cult times of the republic's transition to
a market economy, reported TASS on
January 4. According to Ivan Frandyuk, Ukraine's first deputy minister of
labor, the current situation makes it
"necessary, to redistribute labor re
sources and improve the quality of
cadre training." (Foreign Broadcast
Information Service)

Lukianenko visits
Australian Ukrainians
SYDNEY, Australia Lev
Lukianenko, leader of the Ukrainian
Republican Party, people's deputy of
the Ukrainian SSR and former Soviet
political prisoner, arrived at the end of
December in Australia for a four-week
visit with the Ukrainian community
there.
Mr. Lukianenko will meet with
community members in Sydney,
Melbourne, Adelaide, Canberra,
Brisbane and other cities. As well, he
will meet with Australian government
officials and the news media.
Mr. Lukianenko is traveling with his
wife Nadia.
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Student leader released from jail
KIEV - Student leader Oles Doniy,
who had been arrested in connection
with the October 1990 student strike in
Kiev, was released from jail on January
15, reported the Respublika press
agency.
However, Respublika noted, Mr.
Doniy was warned not to leave Kiev.
The previous day, the Ukrainian
Student Union held a press conference
to appeal on behalf of Mr. Doniy, who
is president of the USU. As well the
student union issued a statement on
repression of student activists who had
participated in the October hunger
strike and occupation of buildings at
Kiev State University.
The Ukrainian Student Union also
issued appeals to Leonid Kravchuk,
chairman of the Ukrainian SSR Su
preme Soviet, and to parliaments and
governments of countries around the
world regarding authorities' actions
against participants of the student
movement.
Mr. Doniy had been arrested on
January 8, apparently because authori
ties are seeking to charge him with,

Ethnic coalition
calls on Bush
to take action
WASHINGTON - A coalition of
Americans tracing their heritage to
republics of the USSR and the Baltic
states has been formed in Washington.
At a press conference on January 11, the
group called for a meeting with Presi
dent George Bush, cancellation of the
U.S.-Soviet summit, and cancellation
of U.S. participation in the 1991 Mos
cow human rights conference being held
as part of the Helsinki Accords process.
The group, named the Coalition to
Promote Democracy in Soviet Euro
pean Republics, also announced that it
has drafted legislation to be introduced
in Congress which would link Soviet
conduct vis-a-vis the republics to im
proved relations with the U.S.
Ross Vartian, executive director of
the Armenian Assembly of America,
read the joint statement issued by the
eight national organizations. He point
ed out that while "draft evasion is a
problem throughout the entire Soviet
Union... Yazov and Gorbachev have
chosen to address the issue only in the
European republics most actively seek
ing self-deter mination."
The statement went on to note that
"we are also urging Congress to enact
legislation which will support selfdetermination for all within the Soviet
Union. In addition, Congress should
legislate disincentives for continued
Soviet suppression of self-determina
tion and the democratic independence
movements in the republics." (The full
text of the statement appears on page
8. )
Individual statements about the
situation in the republics were then
made by Eugene Iwanciw, director of
the Washington Office of the Ukrainian
National Association; Natalie Kormeluk, director of the Ukrainian National
Information Service of the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America; Mr.
Vartian of the Armenian Assembly of
America; Sandra Aisters, public rela
tion director of the Joint Baltic Ameri
can National Committee; Mari-Ann
Rikken, vice-president of the Estonian
American National Council; Valdis
Pavlovskis, president of the American
Latvian Association; and Jan Strucker,
(Continued on page 10)

organizing student occupation of build
ings at Kiev University. Authorities are
continuing their investigation.
On January 10, a joint statement was
issued by the Party for the Democratic
Rebirth of Ukraine, the Democratic
Party of Ukraine, the United SocialDemocratic Party and the Popular
Movement of Ukraine (Rukh) to pro
test repressive measures undertaken
against students in Kiev.
These measures, the statement noted,
"are part of the campaign of provoca
tion, intimidation and political pressure
widely disseminated by leading re
actionary forces who push the country
toward martial law.... There is no doubt
that repressions against leaders of the
student movement are meant to serve as
revenge for the partocracy's defeat
following the student hunger strike..."
"Citizens of Ukraine! Do not allow
yourselves to be frightened, do not
allow yourselves to be fooled by fabri
cated accusations against activists of the
student movement. Hidden behind this
are the far-reaching aims of the re
actionary political forces," the state
ment emphasized.
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Oles Doniy speaks of arrest,
sees link to Khmara case
by Marta Kolomayets
KIEV - Student leader Oles
Doniy revealed in a brief interview
on the day of his release from prison,
January 15, that he had been asked
by the Ukrainian SSR Procurator's
Office to sign a statement of remorse
for his "wrongdoings," but that he
had refused to even read the prepared
statement. He added that he did not
sign any documents.
Mr. Doniy noted that no explana
tion was given for his release and that
charges against him have not been
dropped. A trial is expected to take
place within the next two months.
Speaking of his arrest on January
8, Mr. Doniy said it "was timed to
coincide with student exams, making
it difficult for the students to focus
their energies in this case: Mr. Doniy
added that the procurator attempted
to link his case with that of People's
Deputy Stepan Khmara, who is still
awaiting a trial date on charges of
assault.

The 23-year-old student leader re
vealed that his apartment had been
searched for weapons, underground
or illegal literature and megaphones
on January 3.
No weapons were found, but
books such as "The History of the
Ukrainian Army" were confiscated
as was some money Mr. Doniy had
in his apartment.
During the October student
strikes, which led to the resig
nation of Prime Minister Vitaliy
Masol, as well as the oppor
tunity to hold a referendum in the
spring, Mr. Doniy said that the
students had not expected any crimi
nal charges to be brought up against
them.
"We were naive, we should have
anticipated this kind of situation," he
said, adding that these events have
not weakened the student movement.
"Now well just wak for spring," he
said, adding that there's always some
thing in the air in the springtime,
which makes one want to fight.

Weekly correspondent now in Kiev
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Marta
Kolomayets, an associate editor of
The Ukrainian Weekly, arrived on
Sunday, January 13, in Kiev, where
she will serve as correspondent for
The Weekly and set up the Ukrainian
National Association's press bureau.
Ms. Kolomayets has been asso
ciate editor at The Weekly since
February 1988. Previously, from
January 1982 to November 1984, she
was an assistant editor at the paper.
Ms. Kolomayets flew to Kiev (via
Frankfurt) from Newark Airport on
Saturday, January 12 — along with
248 kilograms of checked-in luggage
to get her through a planned sixmonth stint in Ukraine. She is tra
veling as a journalist on a mul
tiple entry/exit visa issued through
the assistance of the Information
Department of the Ministry of Fo
reign Affairs of the Ukrainian SSR.
From Ukraine, she will report for
The Weekly and will provide infor
mation to Svoboda, the daily Ukrai
nian-language newspaper published

by the Ukrainian National Associa
tion.
The Ukrainian National Associa
tion had begun efforts to open a Kiev
press bureau in October of last year,
when a UNA delegation, consisting
of Supreme President Ulana Diachuk and Supreme Secretary Walter
Sochan^ as well as Eugene Iwanciw,
supreme advisor and director of the
UNA Washington Office, and Roma
Hadzewycz, supreme advisor and
editor of The Ukrainian Weekly,
paid a visit to officials at the Ukrai
nian Foreign Ministry.
The UNA delegation was in Kiev
for the second congress of Rukh, the
Popular Movement of Ukraine.
At the Foreign Ministry on Octo
ber 22, they met with Valeriy Ingulsky, first secretary, and Volodymyr
Chorny, head of the ministry's Infor
mation Department, which recently
opened a press center to cater to
journalists.
At that time, a letter from The
(Continued on page 10)

a Hadzewycz

Ukrainian National Association representatives met on October 22,1990, with officials at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Ukrainian SSR. From left are: Eugene Iwanciw, Ulana Diachuk, Volodymyr Chorny, Walter Sochan,
Valeriy Ingulsky.
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Harvard hosts Conference on Economic Reform in Ukraine
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - "Can we
discuss the economy of Ukraine as a
state, when its banks, cash reserve,
foreign trade, taxation, price and
contractual systems are all under Moscow's control?"
This question, posed by Volodymyr
Pylypchuk, chairman of the Ukrainian
Parliament's economic committee, was
the focus of debate during a three-day
Conference on Economic Reform in
Ukraine at Harvard University in midNovember.
Fifteen leading policy makers from
Ukraine joined more than 80 academicians, business leaders and government
representatives from the United States
hnd Canada at Harvard's Kennedy
School of Government to address
economic initiatives on both the municipal and republican levels.
Much debate during the conference,
sponsored by Harvard's Project on
Economic Reform in Ukraine, centered
on privatization, currency reform, the
recent Ukrainian coupon program, as
well as broader issues of economic
autonomy and Ukrainian sovereignty.
William Hogan, Harvard professor
and director of the Project on Economic
Reform in Ukraine, termed the conference a milestone in Ukrainian American relations. "Ukrainian policy makers
face an enormous challenge in the
development of democracy and a
market economy. Everyone benefits if
we share the experience in other countries to inform the process of change in
Ukraine."
The Project on Economic Reform in
Ukraine is a joint effort between Harvard's Ukrainian Research Institute and
the John F. Kennedy School of Government. In addition to organizing this
conference, the project has maintained
high-level contacts between Ukraine
and the United States, opened an office
in Kiev, and seeks to continue providing Ukrainian, policy makers with
timely and useful information as the
transition to a market economy progresses.
The Ukrainian delegation was headed by Mr. Pylypchuk, a leading member
of the National Council, and included
Ivan Zayets, deputy head of the Ukrainian Parliament's Economic Committee, as well as other parliamentarians,
academicians and business leaders.
The conference opened with a keynote presentation by Harvard economist Janos Kornai.
"For many years I have thought
about problems of the transition to
market economies in Eastern Europe.
The Soviet Union introduces additional
problems and no one is sure what to do.
I can only offer suggestions. I offer two
types of proposals: conditional, or those
which require changes from the center
and are dependent on other changes,
and unconditional, which need to be
done regardless of other changes and do
not require any sort of general agreement on the status of Ukraine within the
USSR," said Prof. Janos during his
opening remarks.
Prof. Kornai's unconditional suggestions were:
^ Remove all obstacles to free enterprise by eliminating all government
decrees which place roadblocks in front
of enterprises, and legalizing all activities of the shadow economy, except for
obviously criminal ones. The Ukrainian
government needs to change public
perceptions about what actually constitutes criminal behavior, including
redefining "speculation." Anti-capitalist propaganda must end.
^ Provide extra support to new
private enterprises. The Ukrainian
government should create unequal

on economic reform," said Mr. Pylypchuk during one of the panels.
"The communism of Marx and Engels has created a society of lazy people.
Competition was ruined. De-nationalization is the key to all planning. We
know the market system only in theory.
We need to prepare and educate specialists in the West and in Ukraine. We
need to invite people from the West to
fill positions in Ukraine. We need
consultations for the drafting of laws on
international economics. We need to
guarantee full protection for investors.
We need to strengthen the executive
branch of power in its execution of
decisions made by the Supreme Soviet
in the transition to a market system. We
must guarantee the internal and external convertibility of our currency."
"First," said Mr. Pylypchuk, "we
must solve the issues of the transition
period. Otherwise there is risk of
collapse. t
Addressing some of Prof. Kornai's
suggestions, specifically on monetary
status between the public and private
9 Monetary policy: either create a policy, Mr. Pylypchuk revealed some of
sectors; the private sector should receive Ukrainian currency and treat the ruble Ukraine's serious economic woes.
"Presently, the USSR allows excespreferential treatment. There is a need as a foreign currency or retain Soviet
for financial entities like venture capita- rubles. Do not try to combine the two, sive emission of currency. How can we
lists to provide the initial start-up as it could be disastrous for the eco- resolve this? We must either confront
capital for new enterprises. Short term nomy. Create a central Ukrainian bank, the central bank or have our own curcredits should be provided preferen- which should have a monopoly on the rency. The Central Bank exists, and
tially to the private sector and favorable money supply in Ukraine and should inflation is a problem — money is not
tax laws should be created. Income work independently in the case of a backed by enough goods. Right now,
spent on private investment cannot be separate Ukrainian currency or in the central bank follows the orders of
taxed away and tax holidays should be cooperation with central banks of other the president of the USSR."
created. Small businesses should be republics if the ruble remains. There is a
Mr. Zayets continued: "Only 50
viewed as the basic building blocks of a risk that every republic will add its percent of the resources produced in
market.
rubles to those issued by the center, Ukraine stay in Ukraine. We have to
pay interest for using loans. Ukraine
^ Create the legal and constitutional accelerating inflation.
infrastructure for a market. Ukraine
^ Trade: in this area there are two owns 6 billion convertible rubles, but
needs laws on organization, bankruptcy, alternatives. If the USSR remains one only has access to 6 million of them."
Another participant from Ukraine
contracts, taxes, securities, labor etc.
market, negotiate terms of trade be^ Evolution of a private financial tween states, allowing for the free and an economic advisor to Rukh,
sector is needed, including banking, movement of goods. If not, declare Oleksander Savchenko, said: "Ukraine
commodity and stock exchanges, finan- Ukraine an independent state and does not need rubles. 70 years of
cial intermediaries, pension funds, a engage in foreign trade as an open experience show that the centers of
social security establishment, mutual economy. In neither case should the currency emission are Leningrad and
funds and more: it cannot be created by borders be closed because it is impor- Moscow, although Ukraine and central
decree. Appropriate legislation and tant to have outside competition to Russia provide the goods. History
capitalization will help create the make Ukrainian enterprises strong in teaches us that there is no other road
environment for this evolution, but the long run.
than developing our own economy. We
"evolution" implies learning and entrewant to develop our own economy with
preneurship, which will not occur
^ Political issues: these are for Ukrai- the eventual goal of integration into the
overnight.
nian policy makers themselves to re- European system. The ruble is leading
9 The state sector will be around for solve.
us to separation from the European
Most of the discussion during the system. A currency of our own might
a while. In the first year of the transition, the state-owned sector will be too three-day conference centered around help connect us to the world economy."
large. Do not give complete and uncon- these suggestions. Over all, the partici"We cannot close our market,"added
ditional autonomy to state firms be- pants from Ukraine asserted that in Mr. Pylypchuk. "Ukraine has only 12
cause it can be dangerous when people order to realize the above or any other percent of the labor force in the USSR,
manage the taxpayers' money, rather propositions Ukraine needs to achieve but provides 24 percent of industrial
independence politically because so production and about 30 percent of
than the money of private investors.
^ Don't go down the road of labor much economically is under Moscow's agriculture. There is no problem with
management since once firms are control.
survival, but we want to expand. We
"The ruble is not a hard currency, need equal conditions in buying goods
handed over to the workers, they are
very hard to get back. Yugoslavia is an because nobody wants it. Ukraine from other republics. No one consults
example of the failure of this model; obtains the greatest amount of dollars, the republic about how a USSR loan
Poland and Hungary have also used it but hardly ever sees them —' everything will be used and divided among the
goes to Moscow. It is impossible to live republics. The republics should have
to some extent.
Prof. Kornei's conditional sugges- like this any longer, so that is why we their own policies and should be treated
worked so hard last year on the project
tions focused on:
(Continued on page 11)

Participants discuss economic reform in Ukraine during Harvard conference.
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The Fraternal Corner
by Andre J. Worobec
Fraternal Activities Director

A memo on UNA anniversaries
In 1994, the Ukrainian National
Association will be celebrating its
centennial. As the largest and oldest e
Ukrainian fraternal organization in the '
diaspora, the UNA has a long history of
service to its membership, and to the
Ukrainian community as a whole.
Similarly, many of its branches have
a long history of service to their mem
bers, their own local churches and
communities. Let me give you a few
examples:
9 UNA Branch 106, Brotherhood of
St. Nicholas, founded on June 1, 1906,
was instrumental in establishing the
first Ukrainian parish in Chicago, the
first Ukrainian church, the present St.
Nicholas Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral;
the church hall as well as a Ukrainian
community choir, a Ukrainian "chytalnia" (a library with a reading room),
and a Ukrainian American citizens club
(horozhansky kliub). The activities of
this branch spawned many other com
munity projects. One such project was
fund-raising for Ukrainian causes in the
U.S. and sending financial help to
Ukraine.
9 UNA Branch 217, St. Josaphat's
Society, founded on November 15,1908,
was the pioneer Ukrainian community
organization in Rochester, N. Y.,
through whose efforts St. JosaphatV
Ukrainian Catholic Church was built in
1911, and, as it is recorded in the 1934
UNA Jubilee Book, "Ukrainian commu
nity life began to grow." And grow it did.
Between 1900 and 1934 the following
community establishments came into
being in order to serve the needs of the
Ukrainians in Rochester: 30 Ukrainian
businesses, a Ukrainian library ("chytalnia"), two sports organizations, an
educational organization, a Ukrainian
marching band-orchestra, a Ukrainian
Catholic church, a church hall, two
Ukrainian schools and 16 community
organizations, six of which were UNA
branches.

9 Branch 206, Zaporozska Sich, foun
ded on April 9, 1910, forms an integral
part of St. Michael's Ukrainian Ortho
dox parish. The pioneer members of
this branch were instrumental in foun
ding a host of community organizations
to serve the Ukrainian community in
Woonsocket, R.l. Among these were a
library ("chytalnia"), a choir, an ama
teur artists' society, a marching band, a
Ukrainian folk dance group and other
organizations. After reading its history,
we can safely say that Branch 206 was
the cornerstone of the Ukrainian com
munity in Woonsocket.
Unfortunately, since few UNA bran
ches celebrate their anniversaries,
including the more important ones, not
many are aware of their individual
histories. Starting now, the UNA will be
encouraging and providing assistance
to branches so that they may celebrate
their anniversaries annually.
We suggest celebrating divine liturgy
for the souls of departed members. The
church service should be announced in
the church bulletin beforehand. Branch
secretaries can notify their members of
such occasions in advance, when sending
out announcements or checks to their
members. Such services may be fol
lowed by a coffee reception, or in the
event of more important occasions, a
luncheon or dinner.
The fraternal activities coordinator
has already begun contacting every
branch about this matter. Each branch
secretary will be asked to respond, by
indicating what plans his or her branch
has regarding its anniversary, and in
what way the Home Office could assist
the branch, so that such a celebration
does take place. Announcements of
these celebrations will appear in Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly.
For further information, please con
tact the fraternal activities coordinator
at the Home Office.

Young UNA'ers

John Robert Kernisky, 4 months old,
became a member of UNA Branch 338
In Monessen, Pa., last November. He is
the son of Linda and John Kernisky of
Spotsyivania, Va., and was enrolled by
his grandmother Mrs. John Kernicky.

Anastasia Christine Markiw, daughter
of Eugene and Connie Markiw of
Pittsburgh, is a new member of UNA
Branch 264 in Carnegie, Pa., Anastasia
was born June 16.

Obituary

Adam Cizdyn, Branch 55 secretary
BALTIMORE - Adam Cizdyn,
longtime secretary of UNA Branch 55
and delegate to many UNA conven
tion^, died here on December 16, 1990.
He was born in 1921 in the village of
Trukhaniv, Stryi county of western
Ukraine. After World War II he arrived
in the United States and immediately
became active in Ukrainian community
life.
Already in April of 1949 he became a
member of the UNA and remained
active in the fraternal organization until
his death.

For 30 years Mr. Cizdyn was secre
tary of UNA Branch 55 and received
numerous awards for his work as an
organizer. He was also a vice-chairman
of.the Baltimore UNA District Com
mittee.
Surviving are Mr. Cizdyn's wife,
Anna; son Myroslaw, with his wife
Lesia and daughters Melanie and Ste
phanie; and daughter Marianna.
The funeral took place December 20,
with a liturgy at Ss. Peter and Paul
Ukrainian Catholic Church and burial
at the Ukrainian Catholic cemetery in
Baltimore.

St. Nicholas welcomed in Berwick

St. Nicholas with children in Berwick, Pa., at a program sponsored by UNA
Branches 164 and 333.
BERWICK, Pa. - Children attend
ing the Confraternity of Christian
Doctrine classes of Ss. Cyril and Me
thodius Ukrainian Catholic Church of
Berwick, Pa., presented their annual St.
Nicholas program in the church base
ment on Sunday, December 2, 1990.
As part of the program the children
enjoyed a visit by St. Nicholas, who
presented them with candy treats. At
the close of the program the children
and their families enjoyed a buffet.

Over 90 guests attended this affair.
Among these were 40 children,5 CCD
teachers and parents. Playing an active
role at the affair were the Rev. John
Beckage, pastor, CCD teachers and
Tymko Butrej, UNA Wilkes-Barre dis
trict chairman and secretary of UNA
Branch 164, who also acted on behalf of
Branch 353.
The event was sponsored jointly by
the UNA branches 163 and 333.

Newarkers host St. Nicholas
NEWARK, N.J. - On December 15,
1990, here at the Chornomorska Sitch
Hall, UNA Branch 214, Chornomorska
Sitch, hosted a St. Nicholas party for
the benefit of the children of the branch
and their friends.
. Omelan Twardowsky, assistant se
cretary of the branch, and Marika

Bokalo, program director of the event,
greeted the guests and treated them to a
program of dramatic recitations, read
ings and songs, all of which incor
porated the St. Nicholas theme.
The program director's skill was
evident, as the program was executed
(Continued on page 13)

St. Nicholas with children of UNA Branch 214, Chornomorska Sitch.
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IETTERS TO THE ED/ТОЙ

Nobel laureate's "Bloody Sunday"

Time to address
pressing issues

"Is it true Bush sold us? We have heard by radio that he said he is ignoring
events in Lithuania because he is concerned with the (Persian! Gulf?"Lithanian President Vy taut as Landsbergis, posing a question to an American
reporter in Vilnius, January 13.
"It would be a sad irony if the price of Soviet support for freeing Kuwait
was American acquiescence in Soviet aggression against another illegally
annexed country/' - Sen. Bill Bradley (D-NJ.), speaking on the NBC
television program "Today," January 14.
Ф Ф

t

"No nation will be permitted to brutally assault its neighbor."- President
George Bush,announcing U.S. action in the Persian Gulf, January 16.
This was the week that Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev resorted to
tried-and-true Soviet methods, reverting to hard-line approaches in a
desperate attempt to keep his disintegrating Soviet Union together. This was
the week that a Nobel Peace Prize laureate ordered a crackdown in Lithuania
— killing 15 and injuring more than 300, and then suspended freedom of the
press in order to hide the truth.
It was a week that compelled the world to recall Hungary in 1956,
Czechoslovakia in 1968 and Afghanistan in 1979.
There are parallels, too, with events of two years ago in Georgia. Then as
now, Mr. Gorbachev denied knowledge of deadly assaults by Soviet troops;,
then as now he claimed not to have given the order to spill blood.
But, as the week wore on, and troop movements in the Baltic states
continued while Mr. Gorbachev defended the use of force in Lithuania, it
became increasingly evident that the crackdown in the Republic of Lithuania
had been planned well beforehand - and that similar actions werd
apparently in the works for Latvia and Estonia.
As well, it was clear that the Kremlin, through its show of force, meant to
deliver a strong message to independence-minded republics: stay within the
union, or else.
In Ukraine, there were countless public meetings, pickets, resolutions and
statements that condemned the Gorbachev regime for its unconscionable act
and expressed support for the freedom-loving Lithuanians. Democratic
activists in Ukraine united within Rukh have already declared that public
rallies meant to celebrate the January 22, 1918 ana4 1919, anniversaries of an
independent Ukraine state, will also be occasions of public mourning for the
dead in Lithuania. We are with yout Уоиг cause is our causehThis was the
message from Ukraine.
In the diaspora, too, Ukrainians have been voicing, and demonstrating,
their solidarity with Lithuania. This newspaper, as is evident to our readers,
has devoted about one-quarter of this issue to the crackdown in Lithuania.
And, in this space, on a date that we usually recall the proud history of the
independent Ukrainian National Republic, we feel compelled to once again
sound the alarm and insist that Soviet force must be stopped.
At press time, there were new reports of violent force being used in
Lithuania as Soviet paratroopers began seizing Lithuanian men of military
age on the streets on Vilnius. In addition, the arrival of new paratroops was
reported.
This,of course, is an indication that Mr. Gorbachev feels he can play the
role of bully in the Baltics. The West, he has seen, is otherwise occupied. The
West, he knows, still sees him as a democrat, reformer, a guarantor of
stability.
Well, it's time that the West wake up. Glasnost, perestroika and
demokratizatsiya are dead. The new Gorbachev is an old Soviet. It is
imperative that the United States and other Western states react immediately
and forcefully deliver the right message to the Soviet leadership: Stop the
intimidation, repression and massacre of peace-loving nations who seek selfdetermination and true democracy.

Turning the pages back...
Mykola Leontovych, one of the most prominent Ukrainian
I composers of the early 20thcentury ,was born in 1877 and died
1
January 23, 1921, under suspicious circumstances; Soviet
authorities, who had then embarked upon a policy of repressing any attempts at
Ukrainian cultural revival, terjrnedliis death "accidental,^
^,
Leontovych, known for his original adaptations of folk melodies ^ucn as
"Зпспегігук," "Dudaryk," and "Duma About the Virgin Mary at Pochayiv,"
gathered in Kiev with his colleagues, among them Kyrylo Stetsenko, Yakiv
Stepovyi, Borys Pidhoretsky and Oleksander Koshets, to foster the renewal of
interest in music in.that capital city, then the cultural center of Ukraine, as well as
on a nationwide level.
With his fellow musicians, Leontovych shared an interest in original
arrangements of folk songVand also in choral works. Stylistically, writes Ukraine:
A Concise Encyclopedia:
"...these composers were still strongly influenced in their work by folk music.
One may note their borrowing of thematic material from folklore and the
predominance of peasant scenes in their compositions. At the same time they were
sensitive to the original qualities inherent in Ukrainian folk music and used them to
their advantage. Their work embodies the original melodies of folk music, the
? jrichrjessof it? t^n^lities, and its melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic peculiarities."

Dear Editor:
The December 9, 1990, issue of The
Weekly published letters which touched
upon some very interesting issues:
Demjanjuk, Junior Achievement in
Ukraine, Ukrainian Americans serving
in the Persian Gulf, and Ukrainian
American input iri U.S. government.
All of these are issues which we face in
1991.
In the past year the Ukrainian Ameri
can community has had a variety of
experiences with Soviet Ukrainians.
However, they can be summarized into
two categories. There are those, be
lieving in the Gorbachev formula, who
ask for our help in maintaining Ukraine
within this context. Then there are those
who feel that Ukraine can never be truly
prosperous or free without political
independence, and thus seek our help
also.
We are very quickly coming to the
point in history where we will have to
make a choice. President George Bush
has chosen to help Mr. Gorbachev, at
the expense of non-Russian nations in
the Soviet Union - in our case, at the
expense of Ukraine. American tax
dollars will be used to maintain a system
which has caused a famine in the 1930s,
the Chornobyl disaster, and the present
physical, moral and spiritual chaos in
Ukraine. Such a course of action is
immoral, as well as politically and
economically unwise for us as Ameri
cans.
^
s
Now is the time for us to join with,
other Americans, as Mari-Ann Rikken
suggested, and lobby for a moral and
wise foreign policy. Before the February
summit, let us remember Stefan Khmara and rise in the defense of an
American foreign policy which will
guarantee the freedom and indepen
dence of all non-Russian nations of the
USSR. This can be done by constantly
reminding the media that Ukraine is not
Russia, and that we will not tolerate
increasing attempts to define her as
such. We can also remind our respective
elected officials, that it is in America's

An open letter
to the community

interest to have 15 strong democra
cies rather than one large nuclear super
power whose intentions will always be
at worst, inimical, or at best suspect - .
forcing the world to constantly live at
the edge of war.
We Ukrainian Americans must ad
dress these issues now, for time seems to
be running opt - both for Ukrainians
in Ukraine, and for us Americans of
Ukrainian descent here.
Larissa Fontana
Potomac, Md.

Divisiveness
and Churches
Dear Editor:
To be present at Patriarch Mstyslav's
first liturgy at St. Andrew's Memorial
Church in South Bound Brook was
almost like being in Kiev on November
18, 1990 — it was to be a witness to
history in фе making. The full magni
tude of these events will become even
more obvious with the passage of
decades and centuries.
It is, therefore, with some degree of
surprise and bafflement that I noticed
an apparent lack of participation by the
Ukrainian Catholic Church in this and
associated events. No church hierarchy,
no delegates of the hierarchy, no standins for the hierarchy, no messages from
the hierarchy, simply no nothing — not
even a Hallmark card.
It was the bitter irony in the words of
Cardinal O'Connor's message to the
Patriarch! UI pfray that it will be possible
for ah understanding to evolve between
the Ukrainian Autocephalous Ortho
dox Church and the Ukrainian Catholic
Church ..." that prodded me to write
this letter. Does it really call for an act of
God to achieve what Ukrainians can so
easily accomplish by themselves? Are
we condemned eternally to walk in
darkness without ever seeing the light —
so contrary even to the prophecy of
Isafah (9:1)?
1 do believe and pray that it is not so. I
can readily accept the fact that every
controversy has many facets, some of
them more conspicuous than others.
But still, what a divisive and unproduc
tive message the current tone conveys to
the flock! What a shame! How sad!

Dear Fellow Ukrainians in the Diaspora:

Z. Onufryk
Flanders, N.J.

I, Margaret Melnychuk, am writing
this appeal to you as the chairperson of
the Commission for Preservation of the
Environment of the City of Ternopil
and as a co-chairperson of the Ecolo
gical Association Green World.
We know very well, that the future of
our motherland, Ukraine, which was
devastated by the Chornobyl tragedy, is
(Continued on page 13)

The Ukrainian Weekly welcomes letters
to the editor. Letters should be typed
(double-spaced) and signed; the must
be originals, not photocopies. The day
time phone number and address of the
letter-writer must be given for verifica
tion purposes. Anonymous letters or
letters signed by fictitious persons will
not be published. Please keep letters
concise and to the point.

UNA Fund for the Rebirth of Ukraine
VUND^

^JOViS^

The Home Office of the Ukrainian National
Association reports that, as of January 17,
the fraternal organization's newly established
Fund for the Rebirth of Ukraine has received
6,255 checks from its members with donations
totalling 5 1 6 1 , 7 2 7 . 8 6 . The contributions
include individual members' donations, as well
as returns of members' dividend checks and
interest payments on promissory notes.
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NEWS AND VIEWS

Our Community's assistance:
Whither nOW, Chomobyl?
by Oleh Kandyba
Much has already been written on the
horrific aftermath of the Chornobyl
catastrophe. On April 26, 1991, we will
be commemorating ChornobyFs fifth
anniversary and one must ask what
have we done in the interim that will
improve the desperate lot of those thou
sands of nameless casualties.
There are several high-level conside
rations which in my opinion have an
overriding influence on the question of
Chornobyl aid.
First, the responsibility for the disa
ster and consequently for rectifying the
consequences incontestably falls upon
the Soviet Union, but even if the will
were present, it is unlikely that the
USSR is capable both technically and
financially of doing a proper job.
Second, the resources which Ukrai
n i a n s in t h e West c a n m u s t e r a r e
relatively limited and in fact are unable
to satisfy more than a minuscule frac
tion of Ukraine's need for assistance.
Although we can sympathize with other
nations which have suffered as a result
of the catastrophe, we have a moral
o b l i g a t i o n only t o w a r d s U k r a i n e .
Therefore, all of our aid dollars must go
to Ukraine.
Third, the physical survival of our
nation is at stake here, and it must take
precedence over all other considera
tions, especially politics. Over the past
four years Ukrainian politics has often
imposed artificial limitations on what
c o n s t i t u t e s socially a c c e p t a b l e aid
channels. Clearly this has been to the
great detriment of the casualties, to
whom time was of the essence and the
penalty was death.
Finally, the magnitude and duration
of the problems are such, that the burden
of helping must fall not only on the
USSR plus emigree groups in the West,
but upon the entire world. A compre
hensive international aid program is
urgently required. Help must be chan
neled via multiple parallel paths, so that
it will get through despite changing
political situations, or a replacement of
personnel.
As a community, we appear to be well
short of where we should be five years
after Chornobyl.
The first problem is administrative.
There is a conspicuous lack of leader
ship and coordination of our aid efforts.
Friends of Rukh and other community
organizations have done an outstanding
job to date, but the magnitude of the job
requires a full-time professional staff
dedicated to the job; not just a small
group of concerned citizens supported
by a generous and caring community.
Coordinating a Ukrainian aid pro
gram is clearly a job for the World
Congress of Free Ukrainians (WCFU).
It is high time that we got really serious
about the whole thing and established a
p e r m a n e n t , centralized U k r a i n i a n
C h o r n o b y l Relief Agency ( U C R A )
through which most if not all aid from
the Ukrainian community in the West
would be channeled. This would signifi
cantly reduce the duplication of efforts,
and improve the efficiency with which
aid could be rendered.
More serious, we suffer from a lack of
vision a b o u t how to deal with the
Oleh Kandyba, a professional engi
neer from Ottawa, is chairperson of the
Ukrainian Canadian Congress's Chor
nobyl Aid Committee liaising with the
Canadian Red Cross.

Chornobyl consequences. Despite seve
ral Chornobyl-related commissions,
and an increased flow of information
from Ukraine, we have been unable to
formulate a comprehensive aid plan
which would serve as a framework for
our efforts.
No formal definition exists of the
type of aid needed for the short, me
dium and long terms, in which order of
priority, in what proportions, to which
areas of Ukraine, etc. It is unclear how
such aid would mesh with the health
care system of Ukraine, and how it
would be administered. Instead, a lot of
wonderfully generous people are re
sponding from the heart with an un
focused, shotgun response which may in
fact be accomplishing far less than we
would like.
I recognize that detailed medical
investigations are needed in support of
any aid efforts. These take time and
some are currently in progress. Unfor
tunately, time is running out for the
casualties. Just as the Chornobyl after
math evolves from year to year, an aid
plan must not be a static thing, and
should evolve as our knowledge of the
problem grows.
After the World Conference of Ukrainian Medical Societies held in Kiev
and Lviv this summer, the prompt
creation of an initial aid plan is certain
ly something that we can legitimately
expect from the WCFU.
Saddest of all, we are ignoring our
most powerful resource to generate and
expedite humanitarian aid to Ukraine.
By this I mean our political clout as
Canadian citizens. In this regard, there
are several areas where we can and must
actively seek help from our govern
ment.
Briefly, we must lobby the Canadian
government to initiate a Chornobyl
relief program of its own through a
bilateral agreement with the USSR, to
donate a mixture of money, medical
supplies or material to an aid program
conducted by Ukrainian Canadians,
and to help us in our efforts by acting as
a highly respected intermediary and
spokesman on our behalf to the Soviets.
To my knowledge, there are at least
two working groups within the govern
ment of Canada who are examining the
advisability and scope of a possible
C a n a d i a n C h o r n o b y l relief project.
Participation in these working groups
by representatives from the Ukrainian
Canadian Congress (UCC) is of the
utmost importance. Because in many
cases we Ukrainians have better, and
more up-to-date information about
conditions in Ukraine, we can provide
key input to the government's decisionmaking process. What may well emerge
is an integrated Canadian aid plan in
which the Ukrainian Canadian commu
nity has a continuous well-defined and
significant role.
Traditionally, the Canadian govern
ment has generously contributed to
w a r d s disaster relief either directly
through donations from External Af
fairs, or by supporting organizations
such as the Canadian Red Cross Society
in its work, especially in the Third
World. For example, Canada donated
approximately S5.5 million to Arme
nian earthquake relief. This spring the
Soviets acknowledged a state of emer
gency vis-a-vis Chornobyl and asked
the world for help.
(Continued on page 15)

Aiding Ukraine: We need
to do more and do it faster
by Bohdan Vitvitsky
Over a year has passed since funds to
aid Ukraine began beging established.
Good work has been done in the medi
cal arena, in sending over Ukrainianlanguage computers to schools in Ukraine, by the Sabre Foundation Books
for Ukraine program and the Nestor
computer education project. In addi
tion, a limited amount of office hard
ware has been provided to the prodemocracy forces in Ukraine.
In light, however, of the extraordi
nary needs presently found in Ukraine,
which arise from the requirement
for fundamental political, economic
and ecological renewal, more should
have been done. And because of our
own o r g a n i z a t i o n a l confusion a n d
paralysis, we have moved too slowly on
a number of possible projects that could
or should have been pursued some time
ago.
First, we have failed thus far to
allocate the funding to make possible
the creation of an American-style (in
governance, profile and character) notfor-profit c o r p o r a t i o n with a small
professional staff whose sole purpose
would be to seek grants from American
foundations for various projects that
would benefit Ukraine and Ukrainians.
A number of prominent or well-con
nected individuals have already given
their preliminary consent to serve on the
board of such a corporation if one were
c r e a t e d . U n f o r t u n a t e l y , because we
have been so slow to act, funding that
could have gone for Ukrainian projects
has gone elsewhere.
The Regional Environmental Center
for central and Eastern Europe, a
recently formed international organiza
tion created for the purpose of offering
assistance in environmental matters of
Poland, Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia,
Romania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, is
presently considering the acquisition or
construction of a number of specially
e q u i p p e d t r u c k s to serve as mobile
diagnostic laboratories. It is envisioned
that such trucks would travel from city
to city and village to village for the
purpose of offering on-the-spot diagno
sis of air, water and chemical pollu
tants. The smallest of such trucks will
cost approximately 5100,000.
S h o u l d we not be giving serious
c o n s i d e r a t i o n to the possibility of
piggybacking on this project and having
one such truck b o u g h t or built for
Green World a n d / o r Rukh?
On the assumption that human re
sources are the. most precious of all,
should not we and our Canadian bre
thren immediately look into establish
ing an annual program for bringing 100
or 200 Ukrainian high school students
for a one-year exchange to the U.S. and
Canada? Such students could be housed
with U k r a i n i a n families t h a t have
children of high school age and could
attend the same schools. The English
language skills and other experiences
Bohdan Vitvitsky, an attorney from
Maplewood, N.J., was elected chair
man of the by-laws committee created
in March 1990 to draft a proposal for
structuring the Ukrainian
American
community s efforts to help Ukraine
and democratic forces there.

they would acquire would be invaluable
to their education. An exchange pro
gram to bring Ukrainian undergraduate
' a n d graduate students to North Ame
rica a n d / o r Western Europe for study
also needs to be explored as soon as
possible.
At least partial funding for such high
school and college exchange programs
may be available from non-Ukrainian
sources, but as a practical matter that
probably cannot be obtained without
first creating, a professionally staffed
not-for-profit organization of the type
described above.
A Ukrainian Peace Corps-type effort
that would mobilize retirees with pro
fessional skills as well as teachers and
students with English language teach
ing skills has been under discussion for
some time. This type of program needs
to be implemented immediately.
The attempt to convert a centrally
controlled economy to a market eco
nomy, whether in Ukraine or anywhere
else, is widely recognized to be an
extraordinarily complicated and difficult
undertaking. Poland, Hungary and
Czecho-Slovakia have already embarked
on the first stages of this process.
Would it not be valuable for those in
Ukraine who will be spearheading the
conversion to a market economy to
have persons with training in economics
monitor these living economic labora
tories found in Ukraine's neighborhood
in o r d e r to see what each of these
countries is doing as regards economic
policy and also to see which of their
respective policies a r e succeeding,
which are failing and why?
We could easily facilitate this by, for
example, funding one or two graduate
students in economics who might want
to perform such economic tracking and
analysis while simultaneously gathering
data for a Ph.D. dissertation.
Many of those from North Ameri
can who attended the Rukh convention
in Kiev last October were beseiged by
c o u n t l e s s U k r a i n i a n s who needed
various types of business information
either of a general sort or related to
some specific m a r k e t , m a c h i n e r y ,
pricing or product. The development oi
private enterprise in Ukraine is critical to
its future normalization.
Why couldn't we hire a person who
would travel to Ukraine to serve as a
source of business information? Ge
neral business i n f o r m a t i o n in preprepared written form could be dis
pensed on the spot. Answers to more
specific a n d c o m p l i c a t e d q u e s t i o n s
would have to be researched in the
United States and then sent or brought
to Ukraine.
Too much of the public discussion
during the last year about aid to Ukraine has revolved around who should
c o n t r o l such aid a n d t o o little has
focused on a discussion of possible
projects, their feasibility a n d their
funding. We have moved too slowly and
we need to be more imaginative about
finding new funding sources and about
tying into existing non-Ukrainianprojects.
It is hoped that the January 26-27
convention of funds created to help
Ukraine will finally resolve our organi
zational problems so as to allow us to
focus all of our mental energies on pro
jects and funding. There is so much
that both needs to be and can be done!
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SOVIET CRACKDOWN IN LITHUANIA

Coalition's joint statement
on use of Soviet force
Below is the full text of a joint statement on the use of Soviet force to
suppress democracy issued by the eight organizations who formed the
Coalition to Promote Democracy in Soviet European Republics.
The undersigned organizations urge the United States to use all its
influence to stop the Soviet central government's current military crackdown
on the republics with democratically elected leadership.
While the Persian Gulf crisis is diverting the world's attention, hardline
Soviet Defense Minister Dmitri Yazov has ordered troops to Armenia,
Estonia, Georgia, Latvia, Lithuania, Moldavia and Ukraine ostensibly to
ensure compliance with the Soviet military draft. In reality, these orders,
issued with President Mikhail Gorbachev's consent, are designed to
intimidate the democratic movements in those republics. In fact, draft
evasion is a problem throughout the entire Soviet Union, but Yazov and
Gorbachev have chosen to address the issue only in the European republics
most actively seeking self-determination.
Furthermore, the central government's choice of methods to address the
issue is totally out of proportion to the situation. In addition, the terms of the
order direct the military at the republics, not at those who may be violating
valid laws. This course of action is completely in line with the recent Soviet
trend to revert back toward suppression of democracy. The United States
should not and cannot tolerate this trend.
To this end, today we are requesting a meeting with President Bush to
personally brief.him on the situation in the European republics. We are urging
President Bush to go beyond the rhetoric and to review and reverse hi^ policy
of deferring to President Gorbachev as the Soviet military and KGB attempt
to reverse the peaceful and legitimate process of democratization and the
republics' efforts to exercise their rights of self-determination and
independence.
At a minimum, President Bush should cancel the planned February
meeting with President Gorbachev in Moscow, and if the situation does not
improve, the United States should not attend the 1991 Moscow Human
Rights Conference. The toil in human rights abuses is too great, and the
damage the United States is doing to its future relations with these European
republics is too serious. The United States has historically been the mo^t
consistent and active proponent of democratization, and the democratic
independence movements in the republics have led efforts toward openness
and restructuring within the Soviet Union.
We are also urging Congress to enact legislation which will support selfdetermination for all within the Soviet Union. In addition, Congress should
legislate disincentives for continued Soviet suppression of self-determination
and the democratic independence movements in the republics. Under the
present circumstances, the United States should oppose aid and trade which
passes through the central Soviet government. The Senate should not ratify
the June 1990 United States-Soviet Trade Agreement. Put simply, aggression
under whatever guise of apparent legitimacy should not be rewarded, and
further support of current Soviet policies unjustly rewards and perpetuates
Soviet domination over democratizing republics.
American Latvian Association
Armenian Assembly of America
Estonian American National Council Inc.
Joint Baltic American National Committee
Lithuanian"American Community Inc.
Project For Peace (Advocating for Georgian Republic)
Ukrainian Congress Committee of America
Ukrainian National Association Inc.
On Wednesday afternoon, January
16, Rukh and the Narodna Rada held a
press conference at the Ukrainian
(Continued from page 1)
Writers' Union building, where they
other forms of transportation. I made it discussed plans for the January 20
public
meeting dedicated to the events
to the bus station and finally arrived in
of January 22, 1918 and 1919, which
Vilnius on January 12."
"On that day, as we approached the proclaimed Ukraine independent and
city, I saw army trucks, camouflaged in unified it into one state.
According to spokespersons for both
the forests around Vilnius. In the city,
masses of people huddled around the Rukh and Narodna Rada, this year's
Parliament singing songs. Many held Ukrainian independence day celebraflags from the various other republics in tions will also be dedicated to the
the Soviet Union, signs of support for memory of the victims of Soviet oppression in Lithuania, as citizens throughtheir neighbors," he recalled.
out the entire Soviet Union mourn
On the streets of Kiev concerned those who died in Vilnius.
citizens worried about Lithuania's future
Several political groups, among them
as news reports related that the Parliament building in Vilnius was in danger the Ukrainian Republican Party and
4 of being stormed on Wednesday after- the Inter-Party Assembly, issued statenoon, January 16.
ments condemning the criminal actions
At Rukh headquarters, the Secreta- conducted in Lithuania.
riat began compiling lists of families in
In Kiev, as people wondered whether
Kiev who could shelter Lithuanian similar actions would be taken in Latvia
women and children if such a need and Estonia — and later in Ukraine arose.
all was quiet on Thursday, January 17.

Solidarity...

UNA Washington Office's
statement on ethnic coalition
Following is the text of the statement by Eugene M. Iwanciw, director, Washington Office of the Ukrainian National Association, at a press
conference announcing creation of
the Coalition to Promote Democracy in the Soviet European Republics.
It is with great pleasure that we
enter into a coalition with other
ethnic Americans who trace their
heritage to the European republics of
the USSR and the Baltic states.
There is a long history of cooperation
among the various nationalities of
the Soviet Union/First the human
rights movements, then the
democratic front organizations, and
today the governments of the
republics are cooperating in
establishing democracy, freedom,
and self-determination throughout
the USSR. At a time when the
elected governments of the republics
are initiating political and economic
reforms and establishing diplomatic
relations with other sovereign
republics, President Gorbachev has
reversed his policy of glasnost and
perestroika to return to the repressive policies of the past. We cannot
say that this was totally unexpected.
The signs that Mr; Gorbachev w^s
not ready to "stay the course" have
been evident in Ukraine for the past
few months. This past week's actions
confirmed the direction which the
Soviet Union is headed.
On November 14, 1990, People's
Deputy Stepan Khmara was arrested
in the Ukrainian Parliament building
after a KGB-inspired provocation. In
the past week, 21-year-old Oles
Doniy was arrested for having led a
peaceful student hunger strike in
October; the Rev. Valeriy Shchasny
was arrested for conducting religious
services, and the Soviet Defense
Ministry announced the sending of
troops to Ukraine. These policies do
not promote democracy and freedom; rather, they signal new repressions.
There is no doubt in our mind that
the sending of troops to Ukraine and

the other six republics is intended to
intimidate the movements for selfdetermination and to provide a cover
for repression. The October 11,1990,
action of the Ukrainian Parliament
regarding military conscription
simply stated that citizens of Ukraine
serving in the Soviet military could
not be used outside of Ukraine
without the permission of the
republics, a legitimate action of a
sovereign state. As recently as
November 29, Soviet Army General
Mikhail Moissev stated that the
Defense Ministry has not rejected the
Parliament's resolution. Yet, on
January 8, that same ministry
announced the deployment of troops
to Ukraine.
We call on President Bush to use
his influence with President
Gorbachev to convince him that a
return to the policies of the past is not
in the interests of the Soviet Union
and that the United States will take
all necessary political, diplomatic
and economic steps to punish
repression. Among the actions we
strongly recommend is the
postponement of next month's U.S.USSR summit meeting, a boycott of
the 1991 Moscow Human Rights
Conference, an end to all aid
programs, and a suspension of all
trade agreements with the USSR;
We hope that, at a time when
President Bush has taken a heroic
stand in organizing the world against
the aggression of Iraq in the Persian
Gulf, he will take similar measures in
forestalling the aggression of the
Kremlin against the 15 republics
seeking their self-determination and
that he will warn President
Gorbachev not to use the Gulf crisis
as a cover for initiating aggression.
The issue is simple. It is freedom
and democracy. Democracy entails
the right of peoples to selfdetermination and, in the case of
Ukraine a nation with over a
thousand year history, the people
have decided that they wish to
exercise that right. We hope that the
United States will rertiain true to its
historic support for democracy and
self-determination.

UNA reminds Congress of
Ukrainian Independence Day
WASHINGTON - In a letter to all
members of Congress, Eugene Iwanciw,
director of the Washington Office of the
Ukrainian National Association, urged
each senator and representative "to
reaffirm your commitment to the basic
right of all peoples to determine their
own destiny by making a statement on
January 22 on the floor (of the Congress) regarding Ukrainian Independence Day."
In the letter, Mr. Iwanciw stated that
"the ideals of freedom, democracy, and
self-determination - the goals established in the Fourth Universal (Ukraine's Declaration of Independence)
on January 22, 1918 - have endured
and found expression in the democratic movement in Ukraine today. A
major step toward those goals was
taken on July 16, 1990, when the

government of Ukraine approved the
Declaration on the State Sovereignty of
Ukraine."
He went on to state that "the events of
the past week, including the dispatching
of Soviet troops to Ukraine and other
republics and the arrest of Ukrainian
student leader Oles Doniy, threaten the
peaceful transition of Ukraine and
other republics to full independence."
Included with the letter were a fact
sheet on Ukrainian Independence Day
and a printed copy of the Declaration
on the State Sovereignty of Ukraine in
both English and Ukrainian.
In addition to the letter, the UNA
Washington Office will be contacting
each congressional office by telephone
to stress the importance of a statement
on January 22 supporting Ukrainian
independence.
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SOVIET CRACKDOWN IN LITHUANIA

Helsinki Commission leaders cite
harm to U.S.-Soviet relations
WASHINGTON - Sen. Dennis
DeConcini (D-Ariz.) and Rep. Steny
Hoyer (D-Md.), chairman and cochairman, respectively, of the U.S.
Commission on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, have
characterized Soviet military action in
the Baltic States as "contrary to the
spirit of perestroika," and as harmful to
U.S.-Soviet relations.
The Helsinki Commission leaders
released statements on January 11.
"These acts by President Gorbachev
and his military are contrary to the
spirit of perestroika and reflect a cold
war mentality that we hoped had
passed," Sen. DeConcini said. "All

signs indicate that the Soviets have lost
any inclination to work out differences
with the Baltic governments peacefully
and have opted instead to force them
into line."
"The great progress in U.S.-Soviet
relations, as well as the progress we have
witnessed in the relationship between
the Soviet government and its own
people, are seriously jeopardized by
Moscow's latest moves in the Baltic
States," Rep. Hoyer said. "The Soviet
Union's military action in Lithuania
demonstrates that President Gorbachev
has lost patience with peaceful,
democratic attempts by Lithuania's
freely elected government to secure
their independence."

Ukrainian Canadian Congress
condemns unwarranted violence
OTTAWA - Ukrainian Canadian
Congress President Dmytro Cipywnyk
expressed shock and dismay at the un
warranted violence against the people
and freely elected government of Li
thuania.
"I was profoundly distressed by
reports that unarmed civilians in Vil
nius were fired on by Soviet military
forces and that many were killed and
even more injured. The horrors being
perpetrated by the Soviet authorities
are barbaric by any standard and
deserve the harshest international
condemnation and action," stated Dr.
Cipywnyk on January 14.
Ukrainian Canadians have always
supported the legitimate right to self-

determination of all distinct nations,
said Dr. Cipywnyk, "The Lithuanian
Republic, under the leadership of
President Vytautus Landsbergis, de
serves the right to manage its own
affairs in all sectors of its society. We,
therefore, support the Lithuanian
peoples' quest for greater democracy
and freedom."
The Ukrainian Canadian Congress is
an umbrella council for close to 1
million Canadians of Ukrainian des
cent. Recognition of and respect for the
unique identity of all national cultural
groups and their legitimate right to selfdetermination are two of the most basic
underlying principles of the Ukrainian
Canadian Congress.

Baltic American committee
reacts to military action
ROCKVILLE, Md. - The Joint
Baltic American National Committee
(JBANC) has reacted to news of a
major military crackdown on Baltic
civilians has begun in Lithuania. The
news came shortly after the leaders of
JBANC and the Baltic American Free
dom League (B AFL) held an emergency
strategy planning meeting in the Rayburn room of the Capitol this after
noon. Leaders of the two Baltic organi
zations met with Congressmen Richard
Durbin, John Miller and Christopher
Cos to discuss Congressional action on
the issue.
"This is just what we've been trying to
warn the Bush administration o f stated
Sandra Aistars, director of public
relations for JBANC. "The United
States used to talk about being prepared
to fight two and a half wars at once, now
we are unable to focus on more than one
crisis at a time."
Mari Ann Rikken, chairman of
JBANC, stated "This crackdown should
not come as a surprise to anyone. The
Bush administration should have been
prepared for the situation yesterday, at
the very latest. Apparently there was
not enough bloodshed during the take
overs yesterday to qualify as use of force
to the Bush administration. Perhaps

tonight when at least 13 people have
died the president will open his eyes to
the situation."
Olgerts Pavlovskis, the Latvian repre
sentative on JBANC's board of direc
tors commented "This situation con
cerns all Baits, not just Lithuanians.
The threat is present for Latvians and
Estonians as well. Even as we speak
tanks are rolling through the streets of
Riga — we Baits have an even stronger
feeling of solidarity during this crisis,
my only hope is that the United States
and other democracies ofthe world will
respond to the pleas for help issued by
the leaders in the Baltic countries and
join them in their aspirations for free
dom."

LithuaniaV minorities...

actions directed at the Republic of
Lithuania and demand that you put an
end to the violence on the part of the
Soviet Army, return abducted persons,
and sit down at the negotiation table
with the Government of our Republic at
once.

For the record: Statement
by Ukrainian Supreme Soviet
Below is thefull text of a statement by
the Presidium of the Ukrainian SSR
Supreme Soviet regarding develop
ments in Lithuania. The English-lan
guage text was provided by the Perma
nent Mission of the Ukrainian SSR to
the United Nations.
Statement of the Presidium of the
Supreme Soviet (Parliament) of the
Ukrainian SSR.
Guided by the provisions of the
Constitution of the Ukrainian SSR, the
Declaration on the State Sovereignty of
Ukraine, treaties between the Ukrainian
SSR and other Soviet republics.
Based upon the U.N. Charter, the
Universal Declaration on Human
Rights, the Helsinki Final Act and other
instruments of the Conference on the
Security and Cooperation in Europe;
Reaffirming intention to establish a
democratic Ukrainian state based upon
the rule of law and to develop interstate
relations of Ukraine in accordance with
the principles of sovereign equality,
non-interference in internal affairs,
renunciation of the use of force,
The presidium of the Supreme Soviet
of the Ukrainian SSR:
- expresses its deep concern on the
developments of recent days in Lithua
nia and around it;
- stands for securing Constitutional
order, respect for law in any region;
- supports legally elected state

executive organs of the republics and
holds that any violent actions against
national statehood on the part of
political parties, public and other
groupings are unlawful;
- considers inadmissible the use of
military force on the territory of any
republic for the purpose of solving
internal and inter-ethnic conflicts with
out approval of the legitimate republic's
authorities. Such actions contradict the
Constitution and other legal instru
ments of the USSR, Constitutions and
declarations of the state sovereignty of
the republics. Contradictions arising
during the process of formation of the
new commonwealth of USSR nations
should be resolved exclusively by peace
ful means and political methods;
- deems actions which lead to
conflicts among nations and human
rights violations as immoral and unlaw
ful; denounces discrimination based
upon nationality.

(Continued from page 1)
bergis, the President of the Soviet
Union Mikhail Gorbachev, the nations
of the world.
These days, because of the brutal and
unjust actions of the Soviet Army, the
life of the people in the Republic of
Lithuania becomes more difficult by the
hour. A large country's specially armed
and trained troops are occupying go
vernment and social organization build
ings, vandalizing property there, seizing
people by force, using weapons against
peaceful citizens, and people have been
seriously wounded.
All these actions are incompatible
with declarations of national selfdetermination and of human rights
proclaimed in the Soviet Union, and
especially with your status, President
Gorbachev, a Nobel Prize laureate.
We representatives of ethnic minori
ties in the Republic of Lithuania sup
port the actions of the Supreme Coun
cil of the Lithuanian Republic, its
president, Vytautas Landsbergis, and
the Lithuanian government.
Our fate and that of our children is
bound up with the fate of the Republic
of Lithuania. We protest against the

JBANC is calling for the cancellation
of the Bush-Gorbachev summit and
suspension of economic and technical
assistance to the Soviet Union pending
a verifiable end to the current violence
directed against the Baltic countries.
JBANC is also asking Majority
Leader Richard Gephardt, Speaker
Thomas Foley and Minority leader
Robert Michel to convene a working
session of the House as soon as possible,
to discuss Congressional action con
cerning the Baltic situation;

In the name of saving Democracy, we
appeal to the conscience of our fellow
citizens living in the Soviet Union and in
other countries, and to their good will,
to support us in this hour of trial.
Artiom Inozemtsev, president, Russian
Cultural Center; Jerzy Surwilo, president,
Vilnius City Polish Alliance; Valentin Stech,
president, Siabryna Byelorussian Club;
Fiodor Niunko, president, Byelorussian
Cultural Society; Dr. Romualdas Brazys,
president, Polish Scientist's Society; Prof.
A. Liaukon-Fliek, president, German Cul
tural Society; Makir Gamzazayev, presi
dent, Azerbaijani Community; Liia Urmaniene, president, Estonian Society; Dali
Gogishvili, president, Georgian Society;
Zinaida Ohanian, executive secretary,
Armenian Cultural Society; Jan Senkewicz,
president, Polish Alliance; Inesis Kiskis,
president, Latvian Club of Vilnius; Viktor
Balmush, member, executive committee of
the Moldavian Society; Liudmila Zhilev,
executive secretary, Ukrainian Society of
Lithuania; Eusei Jatsovskis, representative,
Jewish Cultural Society; Vladirniras Grazulis, member, Vilnius City Council Execu
tive Committee; Oleg Gosoysky, president,
Rukh support group of Lithuania.

ACTION ITEM

Since Soviet troops killed 14 people and wounded 168 more in Vilnius,
Lithuania, on January 13 during a peaceful demonstration and are apparently
preparing to do the same in other republics, Americans for Human Rights in
Ukraine (AHRU) is urging all concerned to call President George Bush (202) 456111-1; the Department of State, (202) 647-4000; and members of the US, Congress
(202) 224-3121, and urge them to:
^ protest this outrageous military attack which resulted in the killing and
wounding of Lithuanians;
^ demand restoration of the democratically elected government of Lithuania
At this difficult stage of our history
let the reason and responsibility of every and;
Ф cut off immediately U.S. aid to the USSR in the form of food and money.
human being and every nation prevail.
For further information please call: AHRU, (201) 373-9729; or writ;! to:
Kiev, January 14, 1991 Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine, 43 Midland Place, Newark, KJ 0 406.
The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet
of the Ukrainian SSR calls upon all
parties involved in the conflict in the
Lithuanian Republic to prevent its
escalation and make everything possible
to solve it peacefully.
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Soviet Army had perpetuated lawless
ness.
In related news, the presidium and
(Continued from page 1)
executive committee of the Kiev City
the republic of Lithuania a brutal Council on January 15 adopted a
violation of its (the republicY| sove resolution condemning the use of mili
reignty, and an undisguised and un tary force in Lithuania. Telegrams were
warranted attempt to destroy the demo sent to the mayor of Vilnius, Lithuanian
cratic forces of the Baltic states and President Landsbergisand Soviet Presi
ignore the authorities democratically dent Gorbachev.
and lawfully elected by the people. We
Also in Kiev, at the Rukh headquar
decisively protest against this shameful
action and call on you to renounce the ters, a Ukrainian Committee in Support
policy of escalating forces in the in of the Lithuanian Republic was formed
dependent republics of the Baltic (re under the auspices of the Rukh Secreta
riat. Committee members include repre
gion).
The telegram to Mr. Gorbachev was sentatives of Rukh, its women's affi
signed by USSR People's Deputies liate, the Ukrainian Republican Party,
from Ukraine Rostyslav Bratun, Ivan Ukrainian Student Union, Ukrainian
Vakarchuk, Yuriy Sorochyk and Ro Inter-Party Assembly and the Kiev
man Fedoriw; and Ukrainian SSR chapter of the Society of Lithuanian
People's Deputies Mykhailo Batih, Culture.
Orest Vlokh, Bohdan Horyn, Bohdan
Some 10,000 persons participated in
Kotyk, Ivan Makar, Yevhen Hryniv, a public meeting in Lviv on January 13
Roman Ivanychuk, Dmytro Chobit, to protest what was called the new
Iryna Kalynets, Ihor Yukhnovsky, Soviet occupation of Lithuania. Among
Yaroslav Kendzior, My kola Holubets, the speakers were People's Deputies
Mykhailo Kosiv, Roman Lubkivsky, Vyacheslav Chorn vi! ^oman Lubkiv
Mykhailo Horyn, Stepan Pavliuk, sky, Yaroslav Kendzior, Orest Vlokh
Vasyl Romaniuk, Ihor Hryniv, Vyache- and Bohdan Horyn.,
slav Chornovil and Bohdan Koziarsky.
In Kharkiv, a joint session of people's
The Supreme Soviet of Ukraine, deputies from the city to republic level
whose Presidium met at a special session was held at the City Council building. A
on Monday, January 14, unanimously communique adopted at the January 13
condemned the use of force against any meeting expressed concern over events
nation and said that the Presidium in Lithuania and the tense political
supports the legally elected bodies of the situation in Ukraine, and announced
republics, reported Radio Liberty.
creation of a Committee in Defense of
Democracy. Representatives of various
In a statement adopted that day, the democratic groups and people's depu
Presidium noted that it "considers ties comprise the committee.
inadmissible the use of military force on
In Horlivka, in the Donbas, a coun
the territory of any republic for the
purpose of solving internal and inter- cil of democratic organizations decided
ethnic conflicts without approval of the to send a telegram of protest to Moscow
legitimate republic authorities," and regarding the Kremlin's aggression in
"deems actions which lead to conflicts Lithuania.
In Odessa, the regional Rukh organi
among nations and humanrightsviola
zation and other independent organiza
tions as immoral and unlawful."
The full text of the Presidium's tions adopted appeals to Supreme
statement, disseminated in the United Soviets of the USSR and the Ukrainian
States, by the Ukrainian SSR Mission SSR, as well as to the people of Lithua
to the United Nations, appears on page nia. The appeals condemned the occu
pation of Lithuania by the Soviet Army.
9.
As well, the Secretariat of Rukh, the
In Donetske, at a joint conference of
Popular Movement of Ukraine, sent a representatives from the Workers'
telegram of support to the Supreme Union of the Donbas, the Democratic
Council of the Republic of Lithuania.
Party of Ukraine, the regional Rukh
"During this difficult time for you, we and the Party for Democratic Rebirth
express our solidarity with the freedom- of Ukraine, participants approved the
loving Lithuanian nation. We are with text of a telegram sent to Mr. Gorba
you! We have one and the same goal! chev and the president of Lithuania.
We are following the same paih! The
The message demanded the removal
dark forces of evil will not succeed in of Soviet troops from Lithuania and the
crushing the aspirations of nations for other Baltic republics, immediate negoindependence. Together we will be tiations, television appearances by
victorious! For your and our freedom!" Presidents Gorbachev and Landsbergis
The telegram was signed by Ivan to present a public explanation of
Drach, president of Rukh and a events leading up to the bloodshed in.
people's deputy of the Ukrainian SSR. Lithuania, and an independent investi
gation with participation of observers
Radio Liberty also reported that in from the United Nations.
an interview with Radio Kiev on Ja
Meanwhile, throughout Ukraine,
nuary 15, Leonid Kravchuk, chairman
of the Ukrainian SSR Supreme Soviet, protst meetings and picketing took
stated that disputes between sovereign place in Luhanske, Chernihiv, Lutske,
republics should be settled in accor Chernivtsi, Ternopil, Ivano-Frankivdance with international laws that ske, Kolomyia. and other cities. The
govern human rights and the inadmis- public protests took place on January
13-15.
sibility of force.
It should also be noted that many
Mr. Kravchuk said that by coming to
the aid of the unconstitutional Com Ukrainians carrying blue and yellow
mittee of National Salvation set up in national flags of Ukraine participated in
Vilnius by pro-Moscow forces, the mass protests in Moscow.

Ukraine's Parliament...
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Ethnic coalition...
(Continued from page 3)
executive director of the Project for
Peace (promoting Georgian indepen
dence).
Asta Banionis, government affairs
director of the Lithuanian American
Community, was unable to attend the
press conference but endorsed the joint
statement.
In his statement on behalf of the
UNA, Mr. Iwanciw called on President
Bush "to use his influence with Presi
dent Gorbachev to convince him that a
return to the policies of the past is not in
the interest of the Soviet Union and that
the United States will take all necessary
political, diplomatic, and economic

steps to punish repression." He conti
nued: "We hope that, at a time when
President Bush has taken a heroic stand
in organizing the world against the
aggression of Iraq in the Persion Gulf,
he will take similar measures in fore
stalling the aggression of the Kremlin
against the 15 republics seeking selfdetermination and that he will warn
President Gorbachev not to use the Gulf
crisis as a cover for initiating aggres
sion." (The text of Mr. Iwanciw's state
ment appears on page 8 .)
During the questions-and-answers
session, members of the coalition in
vited other national ethnic organiza
tions to join the coalition. Spokesmen
also stated their intention to have
legislation introduced in both the
House and Senate in the coming week.

all eyes are focused on the Persian Gulf
and the United States hopes for a
(Continued from page 1)
benign Soviet attitude - is eerily
Various ethnic organizations co- reminiscent of the Soviet 1956 invasion
sponsored the demonstration, notably of Hungary at the height of the Suez
the American-Latvian Association, the crisis."
Robert McConnell, chairman of the
Armenian Assembly of America, the
Estonian American National Council, Government Relations Committee of
Ukraine
2000, urged the United States
the Joint Baltic American National
Committee, and the Lithuanian Ameri government to "recognize the relevant
can Community, as well as 16 local and self-interest of the United States
national Ukrainian fraternal, profes in the events in the Baltics and through
sional, student and women's associa out the Soviet Union vs. the relative self
interest of the United States in Kuwait,
tions and organizations.
and to be realistic in its assessment of
The flags of Ukraine, Lithuania, Lat Gorbachev."
Statements of support were sent by
via and Estonia were well represented
in Lafayette Park as were banners and Reps. David Bonior(D-Mich.), William
placards demanding: "Red Army Go Broomfield (R-Mich.), Christopher
Home," "President Bush - Where Is Cox (R-Calif.), Steny Hoyer (D-Md.),
Your 'Line in the Sand' in Lithuania?", and Gus Yatron (D-Pa.); and Sens.
and "Dont Just Break Down the Wall Dennis DeConcini (D-Ariz.), Jesse
Helms (R-N.C), and Donald Riegle(D- Lift the Iron Curtain."
Various community leaders and Mich.). Several of these were read by
leaders
of the co-sponsoring organiza
activists addressed the demonstrators as
tions in Lafayette Park.
well.
Before the demonstrators took their
Rep. Dana Rohrabacher (R-Calif.) protest to the Soviet Embassy, repre
stated: "The tide of freedom, has swept sentatives of the three Baltic Republics
the world and can not be reversed. and Ukraine delivered a letter to the
There can be no normalization of White House, which expressed those
relations with the Soviet Union with republics' concern over President Bush's
out democratic change."
financial aid to the Soviet Union and
Dr. Nina Strokata, microbiologist urged him to condemn the repressive
and former Soviet prisoner of con measures taken by the Kremlin against
science, protested the arrests of People's the democratic movements in all the
Deputy Stepan Khmara, labor orga Soviet republics.
nizer Mykhailo Ratushny, and student
At the Soviet Embassy, the Ukrai
leader Oles Doniy.
nians and Baits took turns circling the
sidewalk
before the Embassy and the
Frank Gaffney, director of the Center
for Security Policy in Washington, sidewalk across from the Embassy amid
reminded those gathered that "the chants of "Freedom for Ukraine" and,
timing of Gorbachev's crackdown in the in Lithuanian: "Laisves Lietuvai," or
Baltics - coming at the moment when freedom for Lithuania.

Ukrainian, Baltic...

"The convention urges the UNA
Executive Committee to look into
establishing a bureau in Kiev and/or
(Continued from page 3)
Lviv which would provide direct
Weekly editor in regard to the open news service on a regular basis to our
ing of the press bureau and accredita UNA publications."
tion of The Weekly's correspondent
Ms. Kolomayets is temporarily
was submitted to the Foreign Mi
nistry.
housed at the Dnipro Hotel in Kiev.
The UNA delegation was acting on Information about the Kiev press
a resolution passed at the UNA's bureau's location will be released as
May 1990 convention which stated: soon as available.

(Weekly.

We have now book in ftack

THE HIDDEN NATIONS

Notice to publishers and authors
It is The Ukrainian Weekly's policy to run news items and/or reviews
iof newly published books, booklets and reprints, as well as records
and premiere issues of periodicals, only after receipt by the editorial
offices of a copy of the material in question.
News items sent without a copy of the new release will not be
published.
Send new releases and information (where publication may be pur
chased, cost, etc.) to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30 Montgo
mery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302.

The people challenge the ШШ Union from Lithuania
to Armenia, Ukraine to Central Asia
by Nadia Diuk ana Adrian Koratnycky
William Morrow and Company, Hew York, 1990, pp. 284. Price S23.00.

SVOSODA BOOK STORE
30 Montgomery Street, Jertey Oty, H.107302
Now Jersey residents add 7X solos tax.
The Hidden Nations explores the history ef the Soviet Empire and
the revival of nationalism among the silenced peoples in the ЛериШкш
et the Soviet Union. The report shows how vnthinkoMe reemeroenceof
the non-Russian Soviet Nations into the political map has actually
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Hartford-area Ukrainians mobilize forces for relief efforts

The newly formed association pre
sented its objectives as twofold: to
provide financial assistance and moral
support for Rukh, the Popular Move
ment of Ukraine; and to develop an
o n g o i n g material aid drive for the
Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund.
Following an opening prayer led by
Msgr. Stephen Chomko, pastor of St.
Michael's Parish, Orest Kuzma, the
outgoing president of the ad-hoc com
mittee, reviewed the progress that had

been made in recent months to develop that for a nation to be truly sovereign, it
a viable relief effort in the Greater must have c o n t r o l of its e c o n o m i c
resources, issue its own currency, and
Hartford area.
maintain its own defense forces.
Among other accomplishments,
Mr. Sorochyk is a member of the
Ukrainian Americans in central and
Ukrainian Republican Party, whose
northern Connecticut had raised close
goal is Ukrainian independence, yet the
to S20,000 towards the purchase of
medical and diagnostic machinery for a guest speaker declined to discuss the
relative merits of Ukraine's political
hospital which treats the victims of
parties when asked to d o so by a
Chornobyl, and other contributors had
raised substantial funds for a sophisti member of the audience. Mr. Sorochyk
cated printer to help promote Rukh's insisted that Ukrainian unity was more
important than any party affiliation,
organizing efforts.
The featured speaker at the afternoon and he went on to say that virtually all
forum was Yuriy Sorochyk, the youn the democratic parties of Ukraine are in
gest delegate from Rukh to be elected to agreement as to their goals; they only
the USSR Supreme Soviet, as well as differ in their discussion of tactics.
Mr. Sorochyk drew applause when
deputy to the Ukrainian Parliament
he told his listeners that he longed for a
from the Lviv Oblast.
Mr. Sorochyk urged the audience to s t r o n g U k r a i n i a n leader who could
provide as much support as possible to emerge as a prominent challenger to
Soviet imperialism — someone who
the Ukrainian democratic movement,
stating that moral, political, and mate could deal with men like Mikhail
rial support for Rukh by the Ukrainian -Gorbachev and Borys Yeltsin as an
American community is essential, parti equal, and be perceived as an equal.
cularly at this pivotal moment in history
Ihor Bilynsky was elected as presi
when Ukrainians are striving for an dent of the new umbrella organization.
Formerly a resident of Chicago, Mr.
independent state. He further stated

Harvard hosts...

Changes announced in New York state language exam

H A R T F O R D , Conn. - The Greater
Hartford Association for Aid To Ukraine held its organizational meeting
here on Sunday, December 9, 1990, to
establish a permanent organization and
coordinating body for local relief efforts
designed to respond to the ecological
and political crises facing Ukraine.
The meeting was Held in the school
hall of St. Michael's Ukrainian Catholic
Church, with over 200 people in atten
dance. Numerous outlying Ukrainian
c o m m u n i t i e s were r e p r e s e n t e d , in
cluding the towns of Glastonbury, Col
chester, New Britain and Willimantic.

(Continued from page 4)
without exploitation."
USSR People's Deputy and noted
economist Volodymyr Cherniak stated:
"Our (economic) program should incor
porate creation of our own financial,
customs and pricing system. I agreed
with Prof. Kornai: to protest against the
m o n o p o l y of the central b a n k , we
should create our own. I also want to
criticize him. There is no normal way
out of this situation. The ruble has;
stopped being a currency. Barter takes
place between enterprises.
"This is an issue of survival, not of
separation. The ruble has effectively
stopped being an all-union currency.
The way toward emission of our own
currency is inevitable. Otherwise all our
g o o d s will be taken away from us.
Coupons have been introduced, but we
still need to protect our borders.
"Ukraine cannot be self-sustained,but
we should destroy contacts that are
counterproductive, that is stop vertical
links and develop horizontal links."
The other participants from Ukraine
included a n o t h e r Rukh e c o n o m i s t ,
Mykhailo Shvaiko, Volodymyr Matv i e n k o , c h a i r m a n of the Ukrainian
Promstroybank; Lev Gassanov, general
director of the Saturn Scientific and
Production Association; People's De
puty Yuriy Cherniavsky, chairman of
the Ukrainian Parliament's Foreign
Trade Committee; Lev Dulnev, direc
tor of the S P U R T trade association;
and OlehBilorus, director general of the
International Management Institute in
Kiev.
Conference p a r t i c i p a n t s from the
West included H a r v a r d professors
George Grabowicz, Raymond Vernon,
Shirley Williams and Lawrence Sum
mers (an advisor to the Lithuanian
government); Prof. Bohdan Hawrylyshyn of I MI of Geneva: Prof. Henry
Hansmann of Yale Law School; Prof.
Oleh Havrylyshyn of G e o r g e t o w n ;
Profs. Volodymyr Bandera and Ivan
Koropeckyj of Temple University; Prof.
Basil Kalymon of the University of
T o r o n t o ; noted p h i l a n t h r o p i s t and
businessman George Soros; Ukrainian
financial and business experts such as
UNA Supreme Treasurer Alexander
Blahitka, Peter Yacyk, Ihor Wyslotsky,
George Yurchyshyn, Ihor Shust, George
Chopivsky Jr., Andrew Vitvitsky; Ukrainian economists in the U.S. govern
ment, Andrew Bihun and Katherine
Chumachenko.
^ v f ^ ^ : чг , ч

HIGHLAND, N.Y. - This year, the
State Education Department of New
York has implemented significant
changes in the format of the foreign
languages examinations (the Regents)
in secondary schools.
These changes apply as well to exams
in languages that are not taught in high
schools, though students may earn three
credits for their foriegn language re
quirement by passing an exam. This
exam corresponds to all other Regents
language e x a m s , called the Sample
Comprehensive Examination.
In connection with these changes, the
C o m m i t t e e for P r e p a r a t i o n of the
Sample Comprehensive Exam in Ukrai
nian would like to announce the follow
ing information.
^ Ukrainian teachers in N.Y. State
high schools, who administer the Ukrai
nian language exam each year, should
be aware, that every school already has
received full information, regarding all
the modifications; also, there are in
structions, model samples and video
cassettes pertaining to the entirely new
(part one) oral exam.
They should familiarize themselves
with this material now, so as to prepare
themselves for the new format and pro
cedure of the exam; they may also help
to prepare any Ukrainian students in
their school who would be taking the
exam, this year.
^ Teachers in school of Ukrainian
studies and interested students may
obtain all the information about the
new format, by sending a self-address
ed, long envelope to: Oksana Bakum, 18
Orchard Lane, Highland, N.Y. 12528.
^ The written exam will be given on
June 18 in the following schools: Al
bany - G u i l d e r l a n d Central High
School; Troy — Troy High School;
New York City - St. George Academy;
Yonkers — Sacred Heart High School;
Syracuse — Christian Brothers Aca
demy; R o c h e s t e r - Penfield High
S c h o o l ; Buffalo - Riverside High
School; Kerhonkson Rondout
Valley High School.
Students should file their request to
take the exam with the principal of their
high school, w h e r e u p o n he should
contact the State Education Depart
ment: Mrs. J a n e Barley, Bureau of
Foreign Languages Education, R. 323,
State Education Department, Albany,
N.Y. 12234; (518) 474-5927.
Students, who do not attend a school
from, the above list, may also take this

Bilynsky distinguished himself as an
active a n d effective m e m b e r of the
association's transition team.
To assist Mr. Bilynsky in further
developing the association's program,
the meeting elected Evhen Sirotiuk as
secretary; Dr. Andriy Boyko as head of
the Children of Chornobyl Relief Fund
campaign in Hartford; Myron Krasij as
chairman of the Rukh Fund; Ksenia
Kyzyk, a student at Trinity College, as
youth coordinator; Ted Jasztrzebski as
treasurer; Orest Kuzma as financial co
ordinator; Leonid Chudowsky as Ukrai
n i a n - l a n g u a g e c o r r e s p o n d e n t ; Alex
Kuzma as press coordinator; Michael
Matiash as chairman of the political
action committee; and Halyna Duda as
corporate outreach coordinator.
The assembly also elected t h r e e
activists to serve as liaison with out
lying communities. Irene Zdyrko will
represent the Willimantic a r e a ; D r .
Michael Jacuch will help coordinate
activities in the town of Colchester; and
Halya Shulewsky will help to mobilize
the Ukrainian Americans living in the
New Britain/Terryville/Bristol region.

exam. They should apply to the princi director to the principal of their high
pal of their school, who will make school. In such cases, the passing grade
arrangements for them with the princi will not be 85 (as for all exams in
pal of one of the above-listed schools
languages not taught), but 65, as for all
located closest to them. All inquiries
Regents exams.
from school a u t h o r i t i e s should be
The entirely new form of the oral part
directed to the State Education Depart of this exam (valued at 24 percent)
ment.
reflects the contemporary approach to
^ In addition to the new format, language studies; this is true not only in
there is another change, namely, that the New York State education system,
the exam will be given in two sessions: but in most Western countries for the
the oral (part one) shall be taken by the last few years. It is called the "commu
students between April 1 and June 13. nicative method," where the emphasis is
The grade for the oral part must be placed on the d e v e l o p m e n t of the
submitted to the principal's office no speaking language competency. Gramlater than June 13. Those students, who mer study is combined with a broad
are not attending any of the above-listed ^vocabulary building and implemented
schools should make arrangements for in daily, ordinary situations.
the oral test well in advance, through
Therefore, the importance of the oral
the office of their own school.
part of this exam suggests that tea
The State Education Department re chers of Ukrainian and parents direct
cognizes the value of Saturday schools. much more attention to developing the
Students, who have completed three or speaking skills of their students and
more years (40 weeks per school year) of children. This would be consistent with
U k r a i n i a n S a t u r d a y school should today's language instruction that stu
have an official certificate sent by the dents receive in their high schools.

In loving memory of

MARY FLIS
Stephanie Pronchick a n d son, Alexander

THE GREAT
FAMINE
IN UKRAINE:
THE UNKNOWN
HOLOCAUST

THE GREAT FAMINE
IN UKRAINE,
the unknown holocaust

Compiled and edited by
the editors of
The Ukrainian Weekly
Published by
the Ukrainian National Association
Available only from
SVOBODA PRESS, 3 0 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N J . 0 7 3 0 2
Price: J5.00

NJ.Residents v - NJ.Resid.ents

please add.606 sales tax/
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Ukrainian-Jewish...
(Continued from page 2)
God, it cannot do that. The stand taken
by Rukh offers people the possibility to
expect that tomorrow there won't be
any pogroms, although the rumors
exist. But Rukh cannot somehow deny
them.
You know, at one time there was a
newspaper called Kievlianin. In 1918, it
published an article by Shulgin titled
'The Torment of Fear," where he wrote
that those Jews whosupport the Bolshe
viks will experience this torment for a
long time unless they abandon their
revolutionary ideas and drop the revo
lutionary cause. Today we have vir
tually the same situation.
Unknown persons disseminate ru
mors that tomorrow or in a month there
will be pogroms — this is the torment of
fear. And not everyone can remain calm
and believe that Rukh will put an end to
this. Rukh cannot stand guard by every
apartment and defend every individual
Jewish family or child. Still, although
there may not be any major pogrom, this
does not mean that there won't be some
kind of minor actions by people who
would like to stir something up that
would have very negative consequences.
You referred to anti-Semitism. Clear
ly, anti-Semitism exists in the entire
world, it exists also in Ukraine. How
does this anti-Semitism manifest itself
today?
What is anti-Semitism? There are
many quotes, for example from Lenin,
on this subject, and we can recall one of
these, which describes anti-Semitism in
terms of the dissemination of negative
rumors about Jews and discrimination
against Jews. If we take this as the basis
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for anti-Semitism, then we can cite
numerous examples of this kind of
negative attitude today.
Let's say when Leninskoye Znamia,
the organ of the Kiev Military District,
publishes the names of Heroes of the
Soviet Union, people who fought in the
Great Fatherland War, but "forgets" to
mention the fact that among them were
Jews. What is this supposed to be? Loss
of memory? Or when newspapers of
some parties — now we have many of
them - write that they will fight for
democratic principles precisely for
Ukrainians, forgetting that not only
Ukrainians live in Ukraine, but also
Russians, Poles, Hh ^garians, Byelorus
sians, Jews, whatever, n that is the way
it is going to be, then such a party
should stop calling itself democratic
and call itself nationalist.
We know that a great many books
were published, let's say by the Politvydav publishers in Ukraine, on the
theme "The Struggle against Zionism."
Such books quite simply propagated
anti-Semitic slogans. Only recently,
several months ago just such a book was
published by Hura and two other
authors.3 Our Jewish society came out
against the book before it was publish
ed, advising the publishers not to put it
out because it is not a scholarly work, it
is a copy of dozens of such old books
which simply propagates the idea of
struggling against Jews under the cover
of struggling against Zionism. But the
book was published. This is also disse
mination of rumours and anti-Jewish
attitudes. This is also anti-Semitism.
They say no one is beating you, no
one is bothering you, no one is breaking
your windows. But this level is also antiSemitism. If, for example, a child comes
home from school in tears because she Щ.
told: "Take off for your Israel, you have
nothing here, this is not your home."
What is that? A small child does not

Oleh Krysa
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understand, she cries and tells her
mothers: "I don't want to be a Jew."
This leads me to the next question,
namely, the question of emigration. If
one compares the census data from 1979
and 1989, one sees a substantial drop in
the numbers of Jews. In short, this is the
question of emigration. How serious is
this problem in Ukraine? Can you
imagine a situation whereby, because of
Jewish emigration to Israel and other
countries, in time the traces of Jewish
culture in Ukraine will be lost?
This is a very painful question for me,
because I am increasingly coming to the
conclusion that the times are such that
now this emigration has become an
exodus. The abandonment by the Jews
of their land, their fatherland, the land
that they love is not because, as some
would say, they are better off elsewhere,
but because they see no future for their
children.
I can point to the following example.
Six months ago I was in Khust, a town
in Transcarpathia that was Jewish, a
beautiful town. There is a big synagogue
there, a beautiful synagogue that is
almost 200 years old. I talked to the
rabbi there, Menachem Yankovych. I
asked him the same question that you
asked me: "What are we to do? Will
there be Jews here tomorrow?" He
answered that 15 years ago there were
15,000 to 20,000 Jews here.
In the city itself?

difficult that perhaps it cannot be done.
When a house is burning you save the
children first and then the furniture.
Still, there is your Shalom Aleichem
Cultural and Educational Society and
other Jewish groups. Here iir Kiev, in
the kiosks I bought copies of the
newspapers Vozrozhdenie and Einikait,
which is published by your society.
What can you say about these organiza
tions? What kinds of activities are they
involved in? Are there any differences,
for example, between the group that
publishes Vozrozhdenie and your orga
nization?
Unfortunately. But maybe that is the
way life today should be. Jews today are
in many ways a demoralized nation.
There are reasons for this. There are
different people, with different relations
among themselves and with society.
And so it happens that there is not one
Jewish society but almost 10 in Kiev.
You perceived the situation very
clearly. There are two large Jewish
groups, and you saw them through their
publications. You noticed that Vozro
zhdenie is published normally and looks
very nice; Einikait is published by
photoffset. But if you look at the
contents of both newspapers you will
see two opposing views.
Vozrozhdenie writes mostly that
everything is good, everything is fine,
that there is virtually no anti-Semitism,
that life is so good for Jews. And
Einikait says that there is anti-Semi
tism, and, in my view, it is saying the
truth. Should Jews support "Rukh'7 It
says yes they should, because this is an
independent Ukraine, a democratic
Ukraine. For many decades now we
:
u have uad this hypocrisy in nationalities
policy and we are sick and tired of it. To
continue with this and maintain that
everything isfine,to think one thing and
say another and do something entirely
different seems to me not right. You've
seen this.
This is precisely the differences
between the two societies. One group is
trying to utilize the real opportunity for
revival and doing something about it;
the others mostly talk about it.

In the city, in Khust. And now, he
said, four families are left, and they, too,
are sitting on their suitcases. Entire
regions that once had thousands of Jews
in small towns are now depletfcd oi
Jews, they are leaving. We will soon, beg
talking about Jews in Ukraine, which
was a Jewish center in the western
regions and in Europe, in the same way
that we are talking about the exodus of
Jews from Spain, Portugal, England,
and, more recently, Poland.
This is a very tragic situation; it is
tragic not only for the Jews, but also for
the Ukrainian people and for all those
who live here. Because this an ethnic
exodus. The entire culture that existed
here, traditions and folklore — all this is
disappearing, it has already virtually
disappeared. It can only be revived if all
1. The 1989 census listed 486,326 Jews in
of us worked together. But now the
Ukraine, a drop of 23.3 percent as compared
over-all situation in Ukraine is so to
the 1979 census.
2. See the resolution "Against AntiUKRAINIAN SINGLES
Semitism" adopted at the constituent
NEWSLETTER
congress of Rukh, September 8-Ю, 1989, in
Literaturna Ukraina, October 5, 1989.
Serving Ukrainian singles of all ages
3. "Sionizm: Mynule і Suchasne," Kiev,
throughout the United States and Canada
Vydavnytstvo politychnoi literatury, 1990,
For information send a self-addressed
1Ь8 pp. is a collective undertaking by Viktor
stamped envelope to:
Konstantynovych Hura (head of the authors'
group), Volodymyr Ivanovych Horban,
Single Ukrainians
Andriy Viktorovych Dashkevych, and
P.O. Box 24733, Phila.. Pa. 19111
others.
CRAINE INTERNATIONAL TRADING CORPORATION,
a r a p i d l y e x p a n d i n g m u l t i - n a t i o n a l c o m p a n y w i t h operations in N e w York, Kiev a n d Lagos,
Nigeria seeks to fill the following positions:
CORPORATE M A N A G I N G DIRECTOR: t h e p o s i t i o n r e q u i r e s : six to e i g h t m o n t h a n n u a l residence
i n Kiev w i t h remainder in N e w York office; position requires fluency in English a n d Russian or
Ukrainian. Person sought w i l l be expected to m a n a g e various aspects of company's daily
o p e r a t i o n s a n d w i l l report directly to the President. Salary commensurate w i t h training a n d
experience. Liberal vacation a n d benefits policy a n d possibility of merit bonus.
DIRECTOR OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT/CONTROLLER FOR THE N E W YORK OFFICE: position re
quires fluency in English a n d Russian or Ukrainian as w e l l as appropriate training a n d
experience. Salary commensurate w i t h training a n d experience. Compensation

package

includes benefits, vacation a n d possibility of merit bonus.
SENIOR IMPORT/EXPORT M A N A G E R FOR NEW YORK OFFICE: position requires fluency in
English a n d Russian or U k r a i n i a n and appropriate experience. Salary commensurate w i t h
training a n d experience; compensation package includes benefit, vacation a n d possibility of
merit bonus.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT FOR N E W YORK OFFICE: position requires fluency in English a n d
Russian or U k r a i n i a n . Person w h o f i l l s t h i s p o s i t i o n w i l l be responsible for a l l office support
responsibilities. C o m p e n s a t i o n p a c k a g e includes b e n e f i t s a n d v a c a t i o n .
Please f o r w a r d resume a n d s a l a r y r e q u i r e m e n t s t o :
P.O. Box 1705
R u t h e r f o r d , N e w Jersey 0 7 0 7 0 - 1 7 0 5
(201) 9 3 9 - 8 4 5 4
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Perm State announces courses

Newarkers...

UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa. - In the
spring 1991 semester at Penn State, the
Slavic Department is offering the
course "Introduction to Ukrainian Cul
ture and Civilization." The course is
open to Penn Sate students and the
community at large in the State College
area.
It covers various aspects of Ukrainian
culture from Kievan Rus'to the present
day, including special emphasis on
recent political and cultural changes in
Ukraine. Professor Michael Naydan
will teach the course. The course meets
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 11:15
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in 303 Willard
Building and will carry three credits.
In addition, the following courses
have been approved by the Penn State
curriculum committee: Introductory

(Continued from page 5)
by the junior members! Young
sters Pawlo Andrushkiw, Myroslaw Bytz, Marko and Natalka Hordynsky, Christian KocsiI,01es Kudryk,
Danusia Lukiw, Andrij Olesnycky
Adrian Padkowsky, Tania Wynarchyk,
Danylo Vitvitsky and other deserve
praise for an excellent job in their
recitations. Angels Natalka Hordynsky,
Danusia Lukiw and Tania Wynarchyk
performed admirably in their roles as
St. Nicholas' helpers.
Upon hearing the St. Nicholas song,
"Oh Khto Khto MykolayaLiubyt," St.
Nicholas appeared, addressed the chil
dren and proceeded to distribute gifts to
each of the children. Present among the
guests was Nestor Olesnycky, supreme
vice-president of the UNA, and his wife,
Ivanka.
Playing an active role in the program
was Andre Worobec, who also set up an
information booth with literature about
the UNA and the benefits of UNA

Ukrainian 001-002-003 and Interme
diate Readings in Ukrainian (Ukrai
nian 204). Introduction to Ukrainian is
offered in the spring 1991 semester as a
guided independent study course. Stu
dents interested in taking the course
should contact Prof. Naydan, (814) 8651352, to arrange hours.
^
The Slavic Department hopes even
tually to offer all four of the courses
throughout the branch compuses of
Penn State as an independent study
course through the Office of Indepen
dent Learning.
Information about any of these
courses may be obtained from Penn
State University, Department of Slavic
Languages, 435 N. Burrowes Building,
University Park, Pa. 16803; (814) 8651352.
junctivitis and other serious eye diseases,
we also have an urgent need for a laser
microscope (German brand name "Op(Continued from page 6)
ton" or a similar device). Presently our
close to your hearts. Therefore we are sick must be transported for such
imploring you to help us to find solu treatment to Moscow, over 1,600 km
away.
tions to the following problems:
On our part we can offer to you in
We have a great need for instruments
to measure the content of nitrates in return products of our firms, such as
food products, as well as instruments crystal mirrors, porcelain goods and
for analysis of pollution of the drinking handcraft folk art products.
water and instruments for measuring air
We trust and hope that we will
pollution caused by industrial and succeed in establishing a basis for
automotive exhausts.
mutual cooperation between yourselves
There is a critical need for instrumen and our democratic bloc of the city of
tation and dosimeters capable of mea Ternopil.
suring alpha, beta and gamma radiation
Margaret Melnychuk, member
levels.
City Council of Ternopil
Because our region and the city of
33 Karpenko St., KV, 45
Ternopil have experienced a three- to
Ukrainian SSR Ternopil
three and a half-fold increase in con
Telephone: Ternopil 3-83-55

An open letter...

Join the UNA

membership. Each child received a copy
of Veselka (Rainbow), compliments of
the UNA.
Over 50 guests attended, 30 of them
children, ranging from age 3 to 12.
Special thanks go to Slavka Hordynsky
and Irka Gudzy for the'delicious buffet
and refreshments. All enjoyed the party
and were looking forward to St. Nicho
las' visit next year.
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Write for catalogue.

A P O N RECORD C O .
P.O. Box 3082 Steinway
1
long Island City, N.Y. 11103 1

718-721-5599

DETROIT, MICH. DISTRICT COMMITTEE
of the
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
announces that

ANNUAL DISTRICT
COMMITTEE MEETING
will be held

Sunday, February 10, 1 9 9 1 a t 3 : 0 0 P.M.
at Ukrainian Cultural Center, 26601 Ryan Road, W a r r e n , Michigan

NOW IN STOCK
THE ENGLISH EDITION OF

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF UKRAINE
Edited by Volodymyr Kubijovyc
Managing editor Danylo Husar-Struk
First and second of a five-volume work of Ukrainian scholarship in the diaspora
(the last three volumes are scheduled to be released by 1992)

Obligated to attend the annual meeting as voting members are District Committee
Officers, Convention Delegates and two delegates from the following
Branches:

20, 75, 82, 94, 110, 146, 165, 167, 174, 175, 183, 235,
292, 302, 303, 309, 341, 463, 504.
All UNA members are welcome as guests at the meeting.
AGENDA:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

A-F - S119.50 - 968 pp.
G-K - 5 1 2 5 , 0 0 — 737 pp.
includes shipping and handling
Alphabetical/Encyclopedia of Ukraine, based on 25 years of work, completely revised and
supplemented edition of Encyclopedia Ukrajinoznavstva, richly illustrated with many color
plates, black-and-white photos and maps, first-class index of life and culture of Ukrainians in
Ukraine and diaspora.

Opening and acceptance of the Agenda
Verification of quorum
Election of presidium
Minutes of preceding annual meeting
Reports of District Committee Officers
Discussion on reports and their acceptance
Election of District Committee Officers
Address by Supreme President ULANA M. DIACHUK
Adoption of District activities program for the current year
Discussion and Resolutions
Adjournment
Meeting w i l l be attended by:

Published by the University of Toronto Press for the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies,
the Shevchenko Scientific Society and Canadian Foundation of Ukrainian Studies.

Ulana

M

Didchuk,

UNA Supreme President

SVOBODA BOOK STORE

DISTRICT COMMITTEE

3 0 Montgomery Street Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2

Dr. Alexander Serafyn, Chairman
Roman Lazarchuk, Secretary
Jaroslaw Bqziuk, Treasurer

New Jersey residents please add 6^o sales tax.

HUCULKA

CHARLES RIVER TRAVEL AGENCY

Icon 8L Souvenir's Distribution
2860 Buhre Ave. Suite 2R

Bronx, NY 10461
REPRESENTATIVE andWHOLESALER ofEMBROIDERED
for ADULTS and CHILDREN

UKRAINE 1991
1. EASTER

Tel. (212) 931-1579

a.e. smal Ьсо,
3. DISCOVER
UKRAINE

("ординський, Пастушенко
Смаль
Insurance -

118 Cedar Street, Weltesley, Mass. 02181
Tel. (617) 237-2400

BLDUSES
I

Real Estate

Residential m Commercial ш Industrial

Mar 28 - Apr 10
Boston-Kiev-Lviv-Franlcfurt-Boston

J2300
Lufthansa

May 1 0 - M a y 25
Boston-Budapest-Lviv-Kiev-Zurich

12400
Swissair

Jul 26 - Aug 17
Boston-Kiev-Kharkiv-Zaporishya-Yalta-Lviv-Ternopil
Uzhorod-Budapest-Boston
(this tour conducted exclusively in English)

S3600
Swissair

Oct 4 - Oct 20
Boston-Budapest-Lviv-Kiev-Zurich

Ф2300
Swissair

Investment
Auto m Life m Bonds

1733 Springfield Avenue
Maplewood, N J . 07040

(201) 7617500
FAX: (201) 7 6 1 4 9 1 8

Please send me more information about the following tours:
Name
Address

No.

Street

Phone .....
City

1

State

Zip
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Ukrainian National Association
Monthly reports for November

RECORDING DEPARTMENT

DISBURSEMENTS FOR NOVEMBER, 1990

MEMBERSHIP REPORT
TOTAL AS OF NOVEMBER. 1990
GAINS IN:

Juv.
17.758

Adults
45207
.

52
22
3
3

54
83
35
3

^

New members
Reinstated
;..;.'..
Transferred in
Change of class in
Transferred from Juv. Dept...
TOTAL GAINS NOVEMBER
LOSSES IN:

-

_

,..

TOTAL LOSSES NOVEMBER .
INACTIVE MEMBERSHIP:

Totals'
68.835
^

114

17Г

""

Suspended
Transferred out
Change of class out
Transferred to adults
Died...
Cash surrender
Endowment matured
Fully paid-up
Reduced paid-up......
Extended insurance
Cert, terminated

ADD
5.820

"272"

2
3
3

-31
35
3

2
12
20
20

79
55
57
71

18
4

51
42
6
81
67
77
91

3

23

26

62

334

45

441

20
1

71
6

-.

91
7

21

77

-

99

2
15
8
5

29
9
16
5

GAINS IN:

Paid To Or For Members:
Cash Surrenders
Endowments Matured
Death Benefits.
:
Interest On Death Benefits
Payor Death Benefits...
Reinsurance Premiums Paid
Dividend To Members
Dues From Members Returned.....
Indigent Benefits Disbursed
Trust Fund Disbursed.......
...'

.....;

...,...

:...

Total.....

ZZZ

5223,185.33

Operating Expenses:
Washington Office
Real Estate
Svoboda Operation
Official Publication-Svoboda
Organizing Expenses:
Advertising...
Medical Inspections
Reward To Special Organizers
Reward To Branch Secretaries
Reward To Organizers
Traveling Expenses-Special OrganizersField Conferences..

511,299.96
59,599.16
129,439.70
36,000.00
58,303.57
485.29
490.00
1,826.49
711.12
89.90
4,293.15

Total...

TOTAL GAINS NOVEMBER
LOSSES IN NOVEMBER:
Died...
Cash surrender
Reinstated
Lapsed

:

....

ISMffi^
И О Г NOVEMBER 3 0 . I M P

31
24
24,
10

"5Г

Л.
17.767

45.066

5,842

68,675

WALTER SOCHAN
Supreme Secretary

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
INCOME FOR NOVEMBER, 1990
Dues From Members....
,
Income From "Svoboda" Operation
Investment Income:
Bonds.
Certificate Loans
Mortgage Loans.....
Batiks..
Stocks
Real Estate

...,

:

Payroll, Insurance And Taxes:
Salary Of Executive Officers....
Salary Of Office Employee's
Employee Benefit Plan,
Taxes-Federal, State And City On Employee Wages
Canadian Corporation Premium Tax
Totals................................—...............

5334,231.62
2,542.58
40,870.44
9,009.85
3,851.31
50,422.30

516,662.69
41,495.46
8,677.09
71,813.10
17.93

.......„

General Expenses:
Actuarial And Statistical Expenses
Books And Periodicals
General Office Maintenance
Insurance Department Fees
Operating Expense Of Canadian Office
Postage
Printing And Stationery
Rental Of Equipment And Services
Telephone, Telegraph
Traveling Expenses-General
-Total

5201,578.45
130,846.75

:

t!6,199.52

5U8.666.27
^
55,755,00
429.78
923.64
24,129.36
125.00
3,298.40
935.69
419.39
5,255.01
3,076.45

„

;
..

544,347.72"

Miscellaneous:
Auditing Committee Expense
Convention Expenses
Exchange Account-Payroll
Donations
Transfer Account
,
,
Donation From Fund For The Rebirth Of Ukraine...

52,405.80
3,765.00
54,002.36
14,812.97
933,252.00
1,895.59

T5tiC
Total

J24.100.54
128,686.17
64,583.00
221.77
514.31
1,342.02
659.42
201.76
1,050.0,0
1,826.34

.....'.....,...

;

......

..

Refunds:
Taxes Federal, State S City On Employee Wages
Taxes Held In Escrow......
Employee Hospitalization Plan Premiums
Official Publication "Svoboda"
Washington Office Exp. Ret'd
Endowment Matured Ret'd
Reward To Organizer Ret'd

:

8....

r.
.т.

Total.............
Miscellaneous:
Donations To Fraternal Fund
Transfer Account
'
Profit On Bonds Sold Or Matured
Sale of "Ukrainian Encyclopeadia"
Donation To Fund For The Rebirth Of Ukraine
Exchange Account-Payroll
TotaL.......
Investments:
Bonds Matured Or Sold
Mortgages Repaid
Certificate Loans Repaid

565,971.62
21733
1,726.66
34,615.17
5,250.67
916.72
297.69

Investments:
Bonds
Certificate Loans
Real Estate
,
Loan To Ukrainian National Urban Renewal Corp...

:........

5994729.49

52,442,959.30
176,930.88
8,617.92

54,505,586.75

і

BALANCE
ASSETS:

5700.00
933,100.00
85.00
1,871.63
4,970.50
54,002.36

52,772,75720
3,242.58
342 94
150,000^0

Total
Disbursements For November, 1990...

4108,995.86

52,628,508.10
For November, 1990...

51,010,133.72

5440,928.10

Cash......
Bonds
Mortgage Loans
Certificate Loans
Real Estate....
: ...
Printing Plant A E.D.P.
Equipment
Stocks
Loan To D.H. - U.N.A.
Housing Corp
Loan To U.N.U.R.C
Total

1589,214.10

Liabilities:
5909,709.23
47.318Д85.93
5,305,818.34
599,534.97
2,295,723.13

Life Insurance
Accidental D.D
Fraternal....
Orphans
Old Age Home
Emergency

:

563,673,857.88
1.862,452.95
(818,898.17)
409,205.18
(1,210,912.73)
64,762.45

300,440.41
1,476,504.51
104,551.04
5,670,000.00
І63,980,4ШГ

Total

S63.980.467.56

ALEXANDER BLAHITKA
Supreme Treasurer
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Our community's...
(Continued from page 7)
Therefore it is now an opportune time
for Canada to respond generously,
especially bearing in mind the large base
of Ukrainian-Canadian taxpayers. Of
course the magnitude of this response or
whether it even happens at all depends
upon our lobby efforts. This, too, is a
task for the WCFU and the UCC.
Other potential areas of direct aid
from the Canadian government is in
supplying Ukrainian children with
radiation-free milk as a measure to
prevent the absorption of radioactive
strontium-90, thereby preventing cer
tain types of cancers. A more ambitious
and longer term effort could be to help

train Ukrainian medical professionals
in Canada in the modern clinical techni
ques which are needed to cope with the
forthcoming health crisis in Ukraine.
With relatively little effort, clearly this
list could be further expanded.
Given that we have a clear vision of
our aid objectives, the Canadian go
vernment can be quite useful in several
areas acting as an intermediary to the
Soviets on our behalf. Some possibili
ties are in helping to define the role and
modus operandi of Ukrainian Cana
dian aid in the context of the Soviet
health care systems, in getting access to
reliable Soviet medical statistics, in
expediting the approval of powerful
Western drugs, in facilitating the trans-

HURYN MEMORIALS
THE FINEST

MEMORIALS

SENKO FUNERAL HOMES

TERIES

New York's only Ukrainian family owned A

of

Ukrainian

services

personally

conducted
' Funerals arranged throughout Bklyn, Bronx,
New York, Queens, Long Island, etc.
^ Holy Spirit, St. Andrews Cem. A all others
international shipping
^ Pre-need arrangements
Senko Funeral Home
83-15 Parsons Blvd., Jamaica, N.Y. 11432
718-657-1793
Senko Funeral Home Hempstead Funeral Home
213 Bedford Ave.

89 Peninsula Blvd.

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211 Hempstead, N.Y. 11550
1-718-3884416

portation of aid to Ukraine, and in
providing a measure of accountability
to Canadian donors.

IN CUSTOM

INSTALLED

MADE

IN ALL CEME

IN THE METROPOLITAN

New York

including

Holy

AREA

untold thousands of Chornobyl casual
ties. We have done relatively little
towards fundamentally changing the
odds of survival for the two million
Ukrainians who await the worst in a
state of utter hopelessness and despair...

To summarize, over the lastfiveyears
we have certainly produced some very
well founded reports and studies on
Chornobyl, greatly boosted the morale
of Ukrainians in Ukraine, and helped
Rukh make some excellent political
mileage from our. relief efforts to date.

In the fifth year after Chornobyl, for
the Ukrainian community in the West,
the paramount challenge is to quickly
get organized and mount a highly
coherent and effective Chornobyl aid
programme In a sense, it is the ultimate
tC
litmus test" of our relationship to
Ukraine.

However, by not doing some very
basic homework, we have not come
anywhere near our potential to help the

ATTENTION STUDENTS !
PAL

OF YOUR OWN IN UKRAINE
Andre J. Worobec
Fraternal Activities Coordinator
Ukrainian National Association
30 Montgomery St. 3rd fl.
Jersey City, N.J. 07302

Many students in Ukraine want you
for a pen pal. For further
information, FILL OUT THE COUPON
BELOW AND SEND IT TO:

Spirit in

H ^ m p t o n b u r g h , N Y . . St. A n d r e w ' s in South

operated funeral homes
^ Traditional

15

A PEN

FOR

SINCE 1928

SUNDAY, JANUARY 2 0 , 1 9 9 1

1-516481-7460

Bound

Brook,

Kerhonkson

Pine

Bush

a n d Glen

date of birth

Cemetery in

Spey

.

Cemetery

in Glen Spey, New York
We offer personal service A guidance in your
home. For a bilingual representatives call

IWAN HURYN
P.O. Box 121
Hamptonburgh, N.Y. 10916
Tel.: (914) 427-2684
BOHDAN REKSHYNSKYJ
45 East 7th Street
New York. N.Y. 10003
Tel.: (212) 477-6523

state/province

city..
I prefer my penpal to be a boy( )

girl( )

age

I am a member of PLAST( , ) SUM(

) UNABr.tf

My hobbies are

-

I prefer someone who's interested in

zip/postal code^
no preference( )

other organizations

.

:

Student's signatur

24 HOURS 7 DAYS A WEEK

UKRAINIAN CANADIAN RESEARCH and DOCUMENTATION CENTRE
УКРАЇНСЬКО-КАНАДСЬКИЙ ДОСЛІДНИЙ і ДОКУМЕНТАЦІЙНИЙ ЦЕНТР
під патронатом Світового Конгресу Вільних Українців
under the auspices of World Congress of Free Ukrainians
620 Spadina Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2H4
Tel.: (416)923-3318
DEAR S I R / M A D A M :
The Ukrainian Canadian Research and Documentation Centre appeals to you for support
of our very important project, the preparation of a film about the fate of the Ukrainian people
during World War I I .
The Centre has received the blessing of the heads of the Ukrainian Churches and has as its
patron the World Congress of Free Ukrainians, the Centre has already previously produced
the film "Harvest of Despair", which proved to be an extraordinary success.
Now Centre has begun a second film, on the topic "Ukraine in World War 11". This new film
will show the great tragedy and devastation of Ukraine during the war and heroic struggle of
our people against two totalitarian systems.
There are still many eyewitnesses to these historic events. It is our duty to tell their story
and to inform the world about what they have to say. Truth is the best weapon and film is the
best medium for spreading the truth. It is necessary to document these events on film while
eyewitnesses to these tragic events are still alive.
To produce such a film requires a great deal of work and financial resources. To finalize
the English version of this film, S450.000.00 is still needed.
Until the end of September 1990 U.C.R.D.C. made 175 videos and 150 audio interviews
with important witnesses from World War I I . Many witnesses are non-Ukrainians who held
important positions in their countries. It is important to make additional video interviews
with about 200 people in Ukraine, U.S.A. and Canada. Henceforth, the archives of U.C.R. D.C.
will have about 800 hours of very valuable historical materials for future film series and
scholarly studies.
The film "Ukraine in World War H", will be the property of the entire Ukrainian community.
It will deal with the following themes:
1. Ukraine on the eve of World War I I : the aftereffects of the Famine and the Yezhov terror
in Eastern Ukraine; events in Western Ukraine; UV0 and 0UN.
2. The Soviet occupation of Western Ukraine, 1939-1941.
3. The German-Soviet war and the German occupation of Ukraine: the terrorization of the
civilian population; Ukrainian participation in the war in the ranks of the Soviet, German
and other armies.
4. The Ukrainian people's fight with the Nazi occupiers; the Ukrainian Insurgent Army
(UPA).
5. The Soviet occupation of Western Ukraine in 1944 and the terrorization of the
population; the liquidation of the Ukrainian Churches.
6. The aftermath of the war; emigration, D.P. camps, forcible repatriation and deportation.
The Centre is convinced that all Ukrainians in the diaspora will appreciate the importance
of this new historical-documentary film, and will, through their generous oonations, playan
important role in its realization.
^ I n t h e U n i t e d States: Please send your cheque to: United Ukrainian American Relief
Committee - E d u c a t i o n a l F u n d , 1319 West Lindley Avenue, Philadelphia, PA. 19141.
^ I n C a n a d a : Please send your cheque to: U.C.R.D.C. 620 Spadina Ave., Toronto, Ont.
M5S 2H4.
^ All donors will receive a receipt for income tax purposes.
The Ukrainian Canadian Research and Documentation Centre will be sincerely grateful for
all your donations. Please a c t n o w !
' Names of donors will be published in the press.
Sincerely yours,

U k r a i n i a n Canadian Research a n d Documentation Centre
PROF. WASYUANISHEVSKY
Chairman

0STAP WYNNYCKYJ, Ph.D.
Financial referent

DECLARATION
Appreciating the importance of and need for the preparation of the documentary film
"UKRAINE DURING WORLD WAR І Г , l/we gladly join its creators and declare a donation, to
to help cover its costs, in the sum of — - ddllars.

Date

Signature

Address
September 1990
Toronto, Canada
Board of Directors
Ukrainian-Canadian Research
and Documentation Centre
620 Spadina Avenue
Toronto, Canada
Dear Sir/Madam:
On behalf of all Ukrainians we wish to express our sincere congratulations and
heartfelt thanks for your work in producing the documentary film ^Harvest of
Despairs. This film has^een seen by tens of millions of people in the free world and
has won numerous awards in international film festivals, Thanks to you, the world has
seen a tragic death of seven million Ukrainians, the direct result of a planned famine
which was part of Stalins' genocidal policies.
Favourable world opinion is imperative in achieving our goal of a sovereign and
independent Ukraine. Presently, in Ukraine, we are seeing glimpses of the coming
daylight foretelling freedom for our nation. But dawn itself, the actual achievement of
full independence is still far away. World nations should learn the true and tragic
history of the Ukrainian nation. For centuries those who occupied Ukrainian territories
tried to destroy Ukrainians as a nation. As the result of this policy over 14 million
innocent victims paid with their lives. Ninety-five percent of the people in the free
world are still not aware of this fact. It is imperative they do learn the truth as soon
as possible. Such a task can only be accomplished through international television
networks. Hence, the work of the Ukrainian Canadian Research and Documentation
Centre in Toronto on their new documentary film ((Ukraine during World War Ilw
deserves immediate support.
This film will demonstrate Ukrainians' heroic struggle against two occupiers of
Ukraine - the Germans and the Soviet Union. We, therefore, appeal to Ukrainians in
the diaspora, to community organizations and to financial institutions to offer generous
contributions, in order to bring to completion this very important and indispensable
film ((Ukraine in World War lb).
Mykhailo Horyn
Chairman of the RUKH Secretariat,
Deputy of the Ukrainian S.S.R.

Viacheslav Chornovil
Chairman of the Lviv Oblast Deputy
Council,
Deputy of the Ukrainian S.S.R.
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Prize committee
accepts submissions

PREVUEW OF EVENTS
January 22

January 27

NEWARK: Gov. Jim Florio of New
Jersey, will sign and read the proclama
tion of Ukraine's independence at St.
John's Ukrainian Catholic Church, 770
Sanford Ave., at 2:30 p.m. A comme
morative program will be presented by
St. John's school children along with
greetings from the Ukrainian commu
nity.

NEW YORK: The Senior Plast Group of
New York invites the community to a
Rizdviana Zustrich (Christmas Gather
ing) at 144 Second Ave., beginning at
1:30 p.m. Admission is S10.

TRENTON: The Ukrainian Community
(Hromada) Committee of Trenton in
vites the public to attend the annual
Ukrainian Independence Day proclama
tion ceremony at the office of Trenton
Mayor Doug Palmer, Trenton City Hall,
319 E. State St. at 11:30 a.m. For more
information call Ivan Haftkowycz, (609)
585-4833.

PHILADELPHIA: The Ukrainian Hu
man Rights Committee of Philadelphia
(UHRC) is sponsoring a community
meeting with John Gunderson, U.S.
consul-designate to Ukraine, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Ukrainian Cultural and Educa
tional Center, 700 Cedar Road, Fox
Chase. Consul-Designate Gunderson,
who is scheduled to depart for Kiev in
February, is interested in sharing the
thoughts and concerns of the Ukrainian
American community before assuming
his new post.
January 26
NEW YORK: The Shevchenko Scientific
Society invites the community to a
presentation by Zenoviy Bychko, lec
turer at the Lviv Ivan Franko University.
Mr. Bychko will speak on "Academic
Lviv and the Problems of Higher Educa
tion in Ukraine." The evening begins at 5
p.m. at 63 Fourth Ave., between Ninth
and 10th streets. Call (212) 254-5130 for
more information.
SILVER SPRING, Md.: The Ukrainian
Association of Washington, D.C. pre
sents its traditional Malanka Ball at 6:30
p.m. at the Indian Spring Country Club,
Layhill Road. Music by Crystal orche
stra. For information call (301) 926-0410.

are invited to participate in this unique
weekend which will feature both outdoor
and indoor sports. For reservations, call
Soyuzivka, (914) 626-5641, and for
information call Andrew Keybida, (201)
762-2827.
February 2 - March 23
NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Museum is
offering an eight-week embroidery course
on Saturdays, at 1-3:30 p.m. Students
will study various stitches as well as the
history and evolution of styles, techni
ques, colors, threads and fabrics used
traditionally in various regions of Ukraine. Fees are as follows: adults, S55;
seniors and students overage 16, S50; and
children age 10-16, free. Members will
receive a 15 percent discount. For regis
tration and information call (212) 2280110.

February 2

TRENTON: The Ukrainian National
Women's League of America, Branch 19,
and Ukrainian American Veterans Post
25 are sponsoring a Valentine's DanceBenefit at St. George Ukrainian Ortho
dox Church Hall, Yardville-Allentown
Road, Yardville. Music will be provided
by the Тепь j orchestra. The dance will
begin at 9 p.m. Admission fee is S25 and
includes a delicious buffet. All proceeds
will benefit the Children of Chornobyl
Relief Fund. For further information call
Natalka Posewa, (609) 259-2763; Val
Dschulik, (609) 882-6744; or Orest
Senyk, (609) 585-6769.

February 2-16

SOUTH BOUND BROOK, N.J.: The
Central New Jersey Committee in Sup
port of Ukraine, in conjunction with Fund
for Rukh and the Children of Chornobyl
Relief Fund will sponsor a Carnival
Ball at the Ukrainian Cultural Center,
beginning at 6:00 p.m. The lively band
Khloptsi zi Lvova and mystery artists
from Ukraine will be the featured enter
tainment. A hot and cold buffet will be
served and there will be a cash bar. All
profits from ticket sales will go to the
Fund to Aid Ukraine. Tickets in advance
are S25 per person, students without
buffet dinner, S10. For tickets and further
information please call, Damian Gecha,
(201) 755-8156;, St. Andrew's Credit
Union (201) 469-9085; or the Rev. Dea
con Ivan Lyshyk, (201) 356-5706.

Entries should be sent by registered
mail t o : C e n k o Prize in U k r a i n i a n
B i b l i o g r a p h y , H a r v a r d University,
U k r a i n i a n R e s e a r c h I n s t i t u t e , 1583
Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
02138, USA.

BUY U.S.
SAVINGS BONDS
For the current rate call...
1-8 00-US-BONOS

SENSIBLE PERSONS LIKE YOU SHOULD TAKE STEPS TO ASSURE FUTURE INCOME

YOU CAN ABSOLUTELY COUNT ON
AND REPLACE THE EARNINGS YOU HAD WHILE BEING EMPLOYED.
CALL OR WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION O N

3. "If John Demjanjuk - whom I believe to be an utterly innocent man - hangs
oh Eichmann's gallows, it will be Israel that will one day be in the dock"
- Patrick J. Buchanan

Please send donations to:

The winner or winners of the prize
will be announced at the Ukrainian
Research Institute of Harvard Univer
sity in June.

RIGHT NOW IS THE TIME TO PLAN
YOUR FUTURE!

1. "I must say I am more than ever convinced that the decision of the judges in
Israel was unjust.."
-'Rl Hon. Lord Thomas Denning

Twelve years of tireless efforts have brought us this far. Mr. Demjanjuk's defense
is on the brink of financial ruin. Without your immediate financial assistance, Mr.
Demjanjuk's appeal to the Supreme Court will not be possible. Please help us suc
cessfully complete the final chapter of this twelve year nightmare.

T h e C e n k o Prize B i b l i o g r a p h i c a l
Committee will judge the entries ac
cording to the following criteria: 1.
importance and originality of the topic,
the work's proper methodology and
completeness, the entry's genuine con
tribution to professionalism a n d / o r
bibliographical scholarship.

I ^ TRENTON: Due to pressing busi
ness appointments, Gov. Jim Florio will
be unable to be present at the commemo
ration of Ukrainian Independence Day in
Trenton on January 22. He will, however, be present for the festivities in
Newark on that day. (Please see entry
above.)

FIVE REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD
SUPPORT JOHN DEMJANJUK

5. "J believe the Demjanjuk case will no more be forgotten by history than was the
Dreyfus case."
- Count Nikolai Tolstoy

Examples of solicited entries a r e :
general bibliographies, special (topical)
bibliographies, descriptive bibliogra
phical essays, a n n o t a t e d b i b l i o g r a 
phies of an author or subject, index of a
Ukrainian periodical, or more general
works which discuss the impact of the
printed book on Ukrainian culture.

^ NEW YORK: Due to a late schedule
change, information pertaining to Oleh
Krysa's concert on Wednesday, January
30, at Alice Tully Hall (as described in the
January 13 issue of The Ukrainian
Weekly) is in error. Mr. Krysa will
perform a solo violin concert on Satur
day, February 2, at Alice Tully Hall in
Lincoln Center, at 8 p.m. Tickets - at
SI5 and S12 - are available at the Box
. Office or by calling Center Charge, (212)
874-6770.

KERHONKSON, N.Y.: The Ukrainian
American Veterans National Executive
Board and the UAV National Ladies
Auxiliary will hold its meeting as well as a
Winter Carnival at the UNA Estate
Resort Soyuzivka. Members and friencls

4. " I believe this case stinks...I am asking, for an investigation into the John
Demjanjuk American citizen case, and also into the actions of the Special
Office of Investigation in this country."
-Congressman James Trafficant, Congressional Record, June 20, 1989.

J

Corrections

February 2-3

2. "I know of no other case in which so many deviations from procedures
internationally accepted as desirable occured"
- Professor Willem Wagenaar, author of Identifying Ivan: A Case Study in
Legal Psychology, Harvard Press 1988.

Entries — in English or in Ukrainian
(in e x c e p t i o n a l cases a l s o in o t h e r
languages) — must be submitted in four
copies by April I. Manuscripts must be
in their final p r e - p u b l i c a t i o n f o r m ,
accompanied by full names and a d 
dresses of a u t h o r s / c o m p i l e r s . P u b 
lished works and late submissions will
not be considered.

NEW YORK; A three-session course on
the art of making gerdany (multicolored
beadstrung necklaces), traditionally
worn with folk costumes in various
regions of Ukraine, will be offered by the
Ukrainian Museum, Saturdays, at 9:30
a.m. - noon and 1 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Fees
are as follows: adults, S30; seniors and
students over age 16, S25; and children
age 12-16,free. Members will receive a 15
percent discount. For registration and
information call (212) 228-0110.

1

UNA FLEXIBLE PREMIUM ANNUITY
PAYING PRESENTLY в'ЛУо TAX-DEFERRED INTEREST.
To: Ukrainian National Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 17A, jersey City, N.J. 07303 Ш (201) 451-2200
I would like to know more about:
D UNA FLEXIBLE ANNUITY
D I am not a member, but would be interested in U.N.A. insurance;
D For myself

D For my family

О I would also like information about

Name

.........

,

Street or P.O. Box

John Demjanjuk Defense Fund
j

C A M B R I D G E , Mass. - The Cenko
Prize Bibliographical Committee of the
Ukrainian Research Institute of Har
vard University is accepting submis
sions for the 11th award of the Cenko
Prize in Ukrainian Bibliography.
The SI,000 annual prize, established
by Mr. and Mrs. Mykola Cenko of
Philadelphia, will be given for the best
b i b l i o g r a p h i c a l w o r k o n a t o p i c of
Ukrainian studies.

P.O. Box 92819
Cleveland, Ohio 44192

City

My Age:

State/Province

;

Home Phone: (

...)
Spouse's Age:

Off ice Phone (
Children's Адек

Zip/postal code .
)

